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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND THE PROBLEM 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION AND THE PROBLEM 
I INTRODUCTION 
Palmer Memorial Institute is the only school of its kind 
in .America. Tucked away among dogwood and Judas trees on three 
hundred and fifty acres of rolling hills of North Carolina at 
the fifty family town of Sedalia; this dynamic "strait laced" 
finishing school draws its students tram the leading colored 
families across the country. 
From a one teacher, one room rural school, Palmer has 
grown to a national institution through the work of its venerable 
founder and President, Dr. Charlotte Hawkins Brown. With a mea-
ger enrollment in 1901 the school now draws students from thirty-
two states and six foreign countries: South .America, Central 
America, Cuba, Haiti, Bermuda, and Africa. At the present t~e, 
the l~it or two hundred forty students is almost met. From 1924 
to 1938 Palmer was a Junior College. It is one of the few Negro 
private schools to be listed on the list of Class "A" accredited 
schools. 
For many years pupils who were candidates for the school 
were given standardized achievement tests and those obtaining 
the highest averages were admitted, those with unsatisfactory 
averages were not kept for the most part or were given special 
tutoring. Problem children were not and are not now welcomed. 
2 
This tJ~e of screening gave Palmer a superior type of high school 
student with whom to work . However t his invaluable program grad-
ually lost its significance and it is flound that the school has 
less homogenous groups with which to work. 
With this situation in mind it was revealed that there are 
many failures in the school, and it is believed that one of the 
chief causes for these failures is the inability of the students 
to read. 
II THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the pi•oblem. It was the purpose of this 
study to determine, through testing and direct observation, the 
areas in which the students of Palmet• Memorial Institute needed 
help, the possible causes of their academic failures, and thereby 
offerfung suggesti ons to remedy this situation. Although the prob-
lem exists throughout the f'i ve years of the school (sub-freshmen, 
freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors) it was thought best 
to devote attention to the junior class. Every student, however, 
was gi ven the standardized tests for futu:coe use. 
Justification of the study. This investiga t i on was under-
taken because of 1. the humber of academic failures at Palmer 
Memorial Institute; 2. the cumulative records of the students 
were extremely meager and gave no indicati on or evidences of 
students' abilities, interests, or needs. With this type of in-
formation made available the instructors would know at what rate 
the students could be expected to absorb instruction and at what 
level this instruction should be geared; and 3. this type of pro-
gram had never before been conducted on such a large scale and 
this writer felt that if he discoverea the areas of difficulty 
hampering the efficiency of scholastic achievement of the students, 
he would thereby provide a basis for the installation of a remedial 
prog:r>am th:r>oughout the school. 
Sources of data. The sources of data were facts obtained 
from a standardized Group Intelligence Test, a Personality Inven-
tory, a Reading Test and a Language Test, personal interviews 
with students who showed excessive deficiences, information gain-
ed throu gh reading books and bulletins on :r>emedial :r>eading surveys, 
and types of measuring tools and techniques of testing as well as 
numerous teachers' meetings and informal tests. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The investigator must be thoroughly familiar with the 
field to be studied if valid conclusions are to be established. 
With this in mind. literature was reviewed which pertained to: 
(1) language instruction; (2) types of measuring tools in the 
language arts; (3) conditions leading to reading difficulty; 
(4) the reading skills and abilities necessary for aChievement 
on the secondary level; and (5) the diagnostic procedures for 
determining reading difficulties. A summary of the findings 
follows: 
Literature ~ language instruction. Willard F. Tidyman 
and Mar{Suerite Butterfield1 in an examination of comparatively 
recent textbooks found some significant changes in language in-
struction, which are: 
First, the subjects of compositions in recent books con-
sist of the common everyday experiences of children, and oral 
rather than written expression is emphasized. 
A second change is a variety of practical language activ-
ities, related to the everyday needs of the children, such as 
telephoning, dramatizing, reports, etc. 
Now, no longer does story telling daminate the progrrun. 
1Willard F. Tidyman and Marguerite Butterfield, Teaching 
the Langua~e Arts (New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, Inc., 
I95J.), p. . 
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It still has a place in the program but is aimed more for the 
literary minded child. Contemporary language teaching attempts 
to improve the child's ability to carry on the kinds or language 
activities in which he normally engages. 
A third significant change is the organization of language 
work around centers of student's interests and activities: first 
days at school, making and keeping friends, etc. 
A fourth change is that in recent books, drill, while not 
neglected, is subordinated to the purposeful activities in which 
the significance of and need for drill become apparent. 
Bess Goodykoontz,2 in answering the question "Should there 
be more time, more emphasis, more materials for teaching oral and 
written English, grammar, reading, writing, and spelling", says: 
"The 1947 Conference of Leaders in Elementary 
Education would not recommend more tllne or more drill 
for the different subject areas represented at the 
conference; instead they recommend attention to "Ex-
periences Children Should Have". These "Experiences 
Children Should Have" brought increased opportunities 
for the use and importance of language skills." 
A fifth change is the allowing of the child rreedom from 
artificial restrictions of ex~ession. 
A sixth change is the provision for individual differences. 
While older books suggest uniform class assignments, recent books 
recognize the varying degree of language ability in children by 
providing tests for specific skills and keyed remedial exercises 
for those who need than, as well as profitable supplementary ac-
tivities for the more capable children. 
2Bess Goodykoontz, "Child Development Through Language 
Arts," National Elementary Principal, 29: 21-24, December 1949. 
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Modern methods are summarized by Brown and Butterrield3 as 
follows: 
"1. Importance of audience situation. Socialized 
language. Group activity. 
2. Oral expression more important than written ex-
pression. Much class discussion. 
3. Childlike, vivid, natural expression. Spontaneity. 
4. Interest or child utilized. Child's satisfaction 
in results. 
5. Joy in creative expression. Emphasis on orig-
inality. Writing or poetry. Dramatization in 
child's own language. 
6. Content stressed. Form secondary or merely 
incidental. 
7. Definite correlation of language with all other 
subjects of the curriculum. 
8. Fundamental importance of vocabulary enrich-
ment. Child's delight in words. Learning new 
words in meaningful situations. 
9. Writing of real letters when need arises. 
10. FUnctional grammar. Selection of a few of the 
most serious errors for elimination. 
Tidyman and Butterfield4 further state that: 
"Language instruction has been so completely 
concerned with the mastery of language for.ms that 
its larger significance has been submerged. Lan-
guage is a vital part or all the child's activities 
and largely concerns his relationships with others. 
Language development is not only a tool for making 
social adjustments, but also the process of making 
these adjustments. Through language the child 
emerges fran a self centered to a social being; in 
choice and use of words he learns to show courtesy 
and consideration; in addressing a listener he 
3Tidyman, ~· ill·, P· 5. 
4 Ibid • , p • 9-10. 
develops interest and the ability to share points 
of view. Language will contribute to the larger 
development of the child to the extent that activ-
ities are real and vital." 
N. B. Henry5 writes that: 
"In spite of changes in the direction of a 
functional point of viffiv in theory and even in 
textbooks, much current language teaching is st Ul 
dominated by the traditional formalism; too often 
consisting of isolated drill exercises in vocabu-
lary, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, cor-
rect usage, choice of words and rules of grammar." 
Literature ~ the types of measuring tools !!l ~ 
Language Arts. Greene, Jorgensen and Gerberich6 point out that 
despite the fact that language was one of the first school sub-
jects in which experimental measurement in education was under-
taken, progress in the development of measuring instruments in 
this field has not been particularly notable. Measurement in 
language has followed the traditional procedure of trying to 
7 
evaluate the broader, more general qualities of expression before 
undertaking the more specific, underlying abilities which are 
involved. 
Walter s. Monroe7 points out that composition scales have 
proved effective in the establishment of standards of quality of 
written composition, but have failed in providing any adequate 
5N. B. Henry and others, "Teaching Language in the Elemen-
tary School, 11 The Forty-third Yearbook, National Society for the 
Study of EducatiOn, Part II, 1944, p. 197. --
6Harry A. Greene, Albert N. Jorgensen, and J. Raymond 
Gerberich, Measurement and Evaluation in the Elements;: School 
(New York: Longmans, Green arid Company;-1~), pp. 3 • 
7walter s. Monroe, "Language Arts- " Encyclopedia of' Educa-
tional Research, Revised Edition, 393-396. 
8 
basis for identification of errors or of pupil disabilities. 
Since brief samplings of written or oral expression do not arford 
an adequate basis for the identification of errors or individual 
pupil disabilities, use of scales for purposes of more exact mea-
surement has been disco~~aged. 
Numerous efforts have been made to .develop similar types 
of scales for the measurement of oral expression. The major 
limiting factor in this field has been the impossibility of 
securing adequate records or oral expression of individuals. In 
recent years three scales have proved of value in the measurement 
of growth of pupils' abilities in oral expression, they are: long-
hand or shorthand records of oral expression an.d electrical recor-
ding equipment which secured verbat~ records of the children's 
oral expression given in response to specific stimuli. 
"A consideration of the evidence on the use of composition 
scales for the measurement of general merit of expression leads 
to the following conclusions," says Monroe.8 
1. There is need for improvement in the instru-
ments used for the measurement of general 
expressional abilities. Available scales for 
the measurement of general merit or composi-
tion both written and oral are l~ited in 
validity and reliability. 
2. Teachers in general are not well qualified 
either by training or experience to furnish 
accurate evaluations of children's composi-
tions. Two supplementary factors operate 
here. The first is the innate lack of ob-jectivity in all such estimates regardless 
or the subject matter field. The second 
is the fact that most teachers of English 
8Ibid., p. 395. 
-
are not sufficiently sensi~ive to expressional 
errors made by their pupils to use such devices 
effectively. 
3. The use of composition scales reduces the var-
iability of teachers• estiaates of composition 
quality. 
~. Training in the use of composition scales in-
creases the reliability of the resulting 
estimates. 
The following conclusions ·concerning the use of object-
ive measures of language abilities are supported by available 
research: 
1. Certain outcomes of language expression are 
apparently practically impossible to measure 
objectively. Most tests measure only a nar-
row sampling of a few of the more obvious and 
mechanical skills. · Important elements of 
style and quality undoubtedly lie beneath 
the surface of these mechanical factors. 
2. Language skills and usages are so extensively 
interwoven that effective measurement means 
extensive sampling into many distinct skills 
if a representative picture is to be revealed. 
3. Most objective language tests introduce cer-
tain elements of invalidity. The invalidity 
arises from the fact that the usage in ques-
tion is a part of the individual's own habits 
of expression. Pupils frequently respond cor-
rectly in objective tests to items which they 
do not use correctly in their own expression. 
4. Error counts based upon a pupil's written ex-
pression are not practical substitutes for 
other more objective measurement of language 
abilities. The extent of the sampling nec-
essary and the time required for an adequate 
error check invalidate this method for individ-
ual or classroom use. 
Contemporary measurement authorities believe that one 
must make an accurate analysis of underlying and basic skills 
in language before attempting detailed diagnosis. Many instru-
9 
10 
ments can furnish ana lytical measures of langu.age abilitie s but 
many authorities doubt whether an'r of the CIJ_ r-('•er1t J 
.1 .... ~ .angua.:se tests 
may be classified legitimately as diagnostic in function. 
Li te.t·a ture on conditions leading to reading dif:fi cul ty. 
McCullough, Strang and 11raxler9 believe that although not any 
one single physi ological :factor is positively related to reading 
ability, it is almost certain that defective vision, hearing 
loss, and poor motor coordination eff ect learning and help in 
the creation of conditions from which reading difficulties arise. 
In re gard to environmental conditions affecting reading 
these authors believe that the home may account for a student's 
attitude and profi·ci ency in reading, in that another language 
if spoken will cause problems, for the child has to be well ver-
sed in two means of co~munication. Parental attitudes toward 
reading can also effect reading development. 
Home duties or social activlties can hamper reading and 
a s these authors point out, the nature and. extent of voluntat•y 
reading is important diagnostic information. 
In regard to emotional factors they say, that it is very 
difficult to distinguish between emotional factors that result 
from reading difficulties and those that cause reading difficulty. 
A neurotic constitution howe~er may cause reading difficulties 
because sustained effort and cooperation, so necessary in learn-
lng to read is impossible. The authors caution that there has 
9Constance M. DcCullough, Ruth Strang, ~~d Arthur Traxler, 
Problems in the Improvement of Reading (New York: McGraw Hill 
Book Company, Inc., 1946), PP• 229-233. 
been: 
"• •• too strong a tendency to assume that 
emotional factors are causative and to neglect 
technical1analysis of the specific reading dis-ability." 0 
Further research in the field of conditions leading to 
reading difficulty has shown that it - is the general opinion of 
the reading specialists that the following contribute to read-
ing difficulties: 
1. Visual defects. 
2. Illness. 
3. Auditory and speech difficulties. 
4· Poor intellectual development. 
5. Poor environmental conditions. 
6. Nervous defects. 
Literature ~ ~ reading skills and abilities necessary 
for achievement ~ ~ secondary level. Gates11 recommends the 
following skills as being necessary for achievement on the high 
school and college levels: 
1. A genuine and spontaneous interest in books 
independent of class requirements. 
2. Ability to read material for a variety of 
different purposes, such as: 
10 
a. Locating facts. 
b. Finding the central thought. 
e. Selecting details that support the main 
idea. 
~., p. 233. 
11Arthur I. Gates, "The Measurement and Evaluation of' 
Achievement in Reading," Thirt{-Sixth Yearbook of the National 
Society for~ Study of Educa ion, Part 1, 19377 ~383. 
d. Understanding directions. 
e. Answering questions. 
t. Making a summary. 
g. Seeing the writer's plan or organization. 
h. Locating proof. 
i. Interpreting the total meaning. 
3. Ability to read material in different fields. 
4. Ability to read material presented in different 
for.ms such as tables, graphs, maps, and charts. 
5. Skill in finding appropriate material in libr.a-
ries and books. 
6. Adequate vocabulary, both technical and general. 
1. Ability to relate what is read to past experience, 
to utilize it and to apply it. 
8. Maximal rate of reading each type of material 
that is consistent with understanding. 
12 
Strang12 believes that the following is a list of reading 
abilities for the upper grades and college: 
1. Acquisition of basic skills as a means of 
getting the thought of a passage. 
a. Effective eye movements. 
b. Accurate recognition or printed words, 
phrases, and sentences. 
e. A reading vocabulary of two thousand or 
more words. 
d. An effective attack on printed words al-
ready known in oral conversation. 
2. Fact Getting Techniques: 
a. Ability to find answers to questions. 
12Ruth Strang and Florence Rose, Problems In Imtrove-
ment of ReadiAg in Hifh School and College (secona-edl ion: 
La'ii'CaS'ter, Pennsylvan a: The Science Press Printing Co., 
1940, pp. 35-71. 
b. Ability to read directions and to read 
and interpret a problam. 
c. Ability to grasp the central thought of 
a paragraph or series of paragraphs. 
d. Ability to locate key words and sentences. 
e. Familiarity with the meaning of typograph-
ical devices and cues to relationship. 
f. Ability to skim material for different 
purposes. 
g. Ability to get the gist of a paragraph or 
longer passage. 
h. Ability to gain accurate information from 
maps, tables and charts. 
i. Ability to picture a situation from the 
printed directions. 
3. Ability to reason from reading. 
a. Ability to judge whether the material is 
worth reading. 
b. Ability to grasp significant details in 
relation to the con.text. 
e. Ability to comprehend allusions. 
d. Ability to discover the pattern of the 
author• s thought. 
e. Ability to judge the reliability of 
evidence. 
t. Ability to make accurate generalizations 
and to draw conclusions. 
g. Ability to organize material read in such 
a way as to serve particular purposes in 
mind. 
4. Ability to remember what is read. 
5. Rate of reading. 
6. Ability to read orally. 
1.3 
Since there are so many reading skills it became evident 
that for diagnostic purposes a minimum number of skills had to be 
selected and yet still make the diagnosis adequate and valid. The 
following skills were select;ed to be used in the testing phase of 
tm diagnostic procedure: 
1. Vocabulary. 
2. Oral reading with oral recall. 
3. Silent reading with written recall. 
4. Silent reading with oral recall. 
5. Speed of reading. 
6. Skinnning. 
7. Word recognition and analysis. 
8. Outlining. 
9. Visualization. 
Literature of ~ diagnostic ~rocedures ~ determining 
reading difficulties. Literature in this field revealed that the 
following procedures can be used in the diagnosis of reading 
abilities. Naturally the needs of the individuals and the re-
sources of the situation will play an important part as to what 
procedures will be used. 
1. Collecting and interpreting available infor-
mation fran cumulative personnel records of 
the school. 
If the records have been carefully kept they 
will, says Bond:l3 
13Guy L. Bond, "Identi:f'ying the Reading Attainments and 
Needs of Students," Forty-Seventh Yearbook of the National 
Society !££ ~ Study of Education, Part II;-1~, p. 79. 
"First aid in interpreting the test data 
secured in the light of the student's educa-
tional history; and second they should make 
possible an interpretation of the student's 
present status in reading in relation to his 
maturing reading ability." 
2. Interviewing to establish friendly relations. 
In interviewing many t:lmes an insight is gained 
in the more tangible and very important charac-
teristics of a student's reading. 
3. Locating visual defects. 
4. Giving hearing tests if hearing loss is 
indicated. 
5. Giving an oral test. 
McCullough, Strang and Traxler14 have this to say 
of oral reading tests: 
"The oral reading examination is indis-
pensable to a thorough exploration of a 
student's reading abilities • • • Ideally, 
an oral reading examination is a series of 
paragraphs graduated in difficulty ••• " 
6. Giving and interpreting additional silent read-
ing tests as the needs indicate. 
14McCullough, Strang and Traxler, ££• ~., pp. 238-239. 
CHAPTER III 
THE TESTING PROGRAM 
CHAPTER III 
THE TESTING PROGRAM 
I GROUPS USED AND PROCEDURES 
This chapter attempts to explain how the testing program 
was conducted. It gives some observations made while the stu-
dents were being tested. 
Since the students crone from di~~erent educational en-
vironments the majority of students were not accustomed to 
taking standardized tests. Because o~ this ~act time was taken 
to build up the proper psychological attitudes toward the type 
of testing fostered by contemporary educators. 
Dur:ing the first of our bi-monthly Sunday a~ternoon 
Forums, which this investigator conducted, the question o~ 
"Tests, What Do They Measure?" was discussed by a panel of 
students and teachers. Invaluable aid toward ~ostering the 
right attitudes was gained by this method. 
Soon after this the investigation was launched. The 
first three school days in October were set aside ~or the test-
ing program. Two tests were scheduled ~or each day and approx-
imately one hour and a half was allocated for these tests so 
that the students would not tire. After each test a short re-
cess was allowed every participant. All classes were suspended 
to eliminate unnecessary interruptions and to avoid additional 
learning. To avoid collaboration, every student participated. 
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A .teachers• meeting was held prior to the administration or the 
tests during which time the purpose and administration of the 
tests was carefully explained by this investigator. 
Two teachers acted as proctors for the examination and the 
groups ranged in size from seventeen students per room to thirty 
students per room. The rooms were chosen for lighting, adequate 
seating capacity, and general conduciveness for testing. Every 
room, except three, was equipped with stop watches and these 
three bad regular watches with minute hands. 
One or the two teachers in each room was responsible for 
the test booklets and answer sheets. This investigator counted 
out the correct number for each testing room and placed them in 
large envelopes with the name of the teacher who was responsible 
for the material, the testing room number, and the number or 
tests contained in each envelope on the front of the envelopes. 
When the teacher came to pick up his tests, he checked the quan-
tity of his envelopes and received a supply of sharpened pencils. 
At the end of each test the same teacher collected and counted 
the test booklets and answer sheets if used, ana placed than in 
the envelope which was collected by this investigator. 
Every teacher was instructed to observe the test behavior 
of the students. Attention span, reversal tendencies, and lip 
movement were the only specific questions asked of the teachers 
but any information however minor was to be recorded on a small 
pad given every teacher. Two of our foreign students ran into 
difficulty because of a language problem and were excused after 
the ~irst test. Six students were noted to have obvious lip 
movements. 
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This investigator checked each testing room a number or 
times throughout the program and noted no irre~larities. Much 
t~e was spent observing the junior group since they were the 
group with which this investigation was pr~arily concerned. 
A~ter the testing, class meetings and other school activ-
ities o~ a non-academic nature filled out the remainder o~ the 
day. Eight volunteer teachers hand scored all the tests except 
the junior class papers. The junior class test papers were hand 
scored by this investigator and an assistant rechecked each paper. 
II DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTS 
Permission to conduct this investigation was granted by 
the Assistant to the President of Palmer Memorial Institute. The 
tests were not chosen by this investigator but by the Assistant 
to the President. The tests are ~or the most part not the type 
o~ tests this investigator would have chosen. For ethical and 
numerous other reasons the tests were given. A description and 
evaluation of the tests follows. 
The Terman-McNemar~~ Mental Ability, ~C. (See 
Appendix A.) It is the function of an intelligence test to 
yield a measure o~ a pupil's general intelligence or general 
mental ability. The Terman-McNemar Test of Mental Ability, Form 
C is composed o~ seven subtests and one hundred sixty-two items. 
These subtests are 
1. 
2. 
~: 5. 
6. 
7. 
Information. 
Synonyms. 
Logical Selection. 
Classification. 
Analogies. 
Opposites. 
Best Answer. 
The test may be used in any grade from the sixth to the first 
year in college. A .separate answer sheet although available 
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was not used. All answers were recorded on the test booklet and 
hand scored. The working time of the test was forty minutes. 
The nor.ms are based upon data from the testing of more than 
200JOOO dbildren in two hundred communities in thirty-four states. 
Data for interpreting and comparing the groups were available. 
The Monroe Silent Reading Test III, ~ 1. (See Appen-
dix B.) This test consists of short paragraphs and questions 
pertaining to the material which the student must read and ans-
wer. It is a test to see how quickly and accurately pupils can 
read silently. Both the pupil's rate and comprehension score 
are the number of exercises which he has done correctly. The 
test is composed of twelve items, takes five minutes to admin-
ister and the nor.ms are based on 130,000 scores. 
This investigator feels that five minutes is not an 
adequate length of t~e for one to obtain reliable reading 
results. 
There was no interpretive data given with the test and 
after a lengthy search for such information, the Public School 
Publishing Company of Bloomington, Illinois -vrrote: 
"Doctor Monroe did not set forth any percen-
tile ranks for his Test III, the high school test. 
On the basis of 130,000 scores he deter.mined 
the standards for grades IX, X, XI, and X!I, ••• 
Naturally, any score below the standard would 
show weakness and any score above the standard 
would indicate strength.u 
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The Purdue English Test Form 2. (See Appendix c.) This 
test consists of seven subtests which are: 
1. 
2. 
t 6. 
7. 
Punctuation4! 
Grammar. 
Choice of Words. 
Literary Infor.mation. 
Spelling. 
Vocabulary. 
Reading. 
The purpose of the test is to assist in determining the kind of 
work in English which will be of value to the student. The work-
ing time of the test is thirty minutes. The norms are based upon 
returns from fifty-eight Indiana High Schools in cities of 
10,000 and under. 
As in the case of the Monroe Silent Reading Test no inter-
pretive data was given other than the standardized median score. 
A great deal of time was spent in trying to locate additional in-
terpretive data but this investigator was unsuccessful. Because 
of this fact and the short time limit of the test, this investi-
gator questions the reliability and validity of the test. 
~ Cooperative Pszchological Examination. (See Appendix 
D.) The purpose of administering this test was to indicate the 
student's mental abilities and the type of school achievement 
that might be expected of him. The examination has four parts 
and these four have been grouped into two general classes. 
Part I Linguistic, and in this group we have 
1. Same-opposite, and 
2. Completion. 
Part II Quantitative, and this also has two groups: 
1. A.ritlmetical. Reasoning, and 
2. Number Series. 
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The Linguistic score (L. Score) indicates the student's ability 
to succeed in fields where proficiency with language and facility 
of expression is necessary. The Quantitative score (Q score) in~ 
dicates the student's ability to deal with technical curricula. 
The publisher states that the scores are just rough indications 
of the level of alertness and should not be taken so seriously 
that other evidences of intelligence and talent in individual 
cases is exclUded. The working time is fifty-five minutes, the 
range is grades nine through twelve and the nonns for any one 
grade reflect the performance of 19,500 cases. 
The Personal Audit, For.m LL. (See Appendix E.) Personal-
--
ity is an important factor in determining how an individual will 
adjust in his social and occupational environment. The Personal 
Audit is designed to aid in personality analysis. The test con-
sists of nine parts, each containing fifty items. The nine traits 
which the nine parts measure: 
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appearance was accepted without the least disturbance to class-
room decorum. 
One week was specifically set aside for oral and silent 
reading during which time this investigator visited classes and 
with the aid of an Analysis of Reading Check List (See Appendix 
G} recorded the efforts of the students. 
CHAPTER IV 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE RESULTS OF TEE TESTS AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
TABLE I 
CLASSIFICATION OF INTELLIGENCE ACCORDING TO TERMAN 
I.Q. Range 
Below 70 
70-80 
80-90 
90-110 
110-120 
120-140 
140 and above 
Classification 
Definite Feeble-mindedness 
Borderline deficiency 
Dullness 
Normal or Average Intelligence 
Superior Intelligence 
Very Superior Intelligence 
Genius or near Genius 
According to Terman's classification1 individuals attain-
ing I.Q.•s below 70 are designated as mentally defective, those 
between 80 and 90 as dull normal, those between 90 and 110 as 
average and so on. Other writers have used still other delimi-
tations. For the purpose of this thesis we shall use Terman's 
delimitation realizing that Terman has not given an explicit 
statement as to the rationale for the choice of the indicated 
class intervals. 
lDavid Wechsler, The Measurement of Adult Intelligence, 
{third edition; Baltimore, Maryland: The Williams and Wilkins 
Company, 1944), p. 37. 
TABLE II 
CLASSIFICATION OF INTELLIGENCE OF THE STUDENTS O.F THE JUNIOR 
CLASS AT PALMER MEMORIAL INSTITUTE ACCORDING TO THE 
TERMAN-MCNEMAR TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY, FORM C 
Classification I.Q. Range 
Definite feeble-mindedness Below 70 
Borderline deficiency 70-80 
Dullness 81-90 
Normal or Average Intelligence 91-110 
Superior Intelligence 111-120 
Very Superior Intelligence 120-140 
Genius or near Genius 141 and above 
Median I.Q. 96 
Frequency 
2 
2 
10 
35 
2 
1 
1 
Total 53 
I.Q.•s afford indexes or brightness or general scholastic 
aptitude. Table II shows the resultant I.Q.•s of the group as 
determined by the Terman-McNemar Test of Mental Ability. 
Two students are classified as feeble minded. Feeble-
mindedness is usually defined as those who because of serious 
congenital lack or mental ability are unable to take care of 
their own needs. Such is not the case with the two students who 
fell into this category. For the purpose of this thesis these 
two students will be classified as extremely slow learners. 
It is interesting to note that while the majority of the 
students fall in the range from dull normal to average, the scale 
is weighted more on the lower end. While there are only four 
students above average, there are fourteen students below average. 
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What does this mean? Simply that the classroom teacher of this 
group must be able to individualize instruction so that those 
whose learning rate is slowest will have opportunity to benefit 
by repeated instruction, while those whose learning rate is high-
est will be allowed to proceed at a faster rate comparable with 
their ability to learn. 
Table III should be interpreted as follows: In Case 1, 
while the student with an I.Q. of 147 is better than 98 per cent 
of her classmates, the national norms indicate students with an 
I.Q. of 147 to be better than 99.8 per cent of the group tested. 
In Oase 2, while student 2 is better than 96 per cent of 
her classmates, she is only better than 94 per cent of the group 
on which the national norms were based. 
The Blue Line in Table IV, page 28, represents the percen-
tile rank of the group on which the national norms was based. 
The Red Line indicates the percentile rank of the junior class 
of Palmer. 
Table IV shows that while the poorer students of the junior 
class are better than the poorer students of the national group, 
(the Red Line on the left is above the Blue Line) the better 
students of the class are not as good as those of the national 
group (the Red Line goes below the Blue Line at about the 30th 
percentile). 
TABLE III 
RESULTS OF THE TERMAN-MCNEMAR TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY WITH 
CLASS AND I.Q. PERCENTILES 
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Code IQ Class IQ .Code IQ Class IQ Code IQ Class IQ 
%-ile %-ile %-ile %-ile %-ile %-lie 
1 147 98 99.8 19 99 65 48 37 92 31 31 
2 126 96 94 20 98 6o 46 38 91 27 29 
3 118 94 87 21 98 60 46 39 91 27 29 
4 111 92 75 22 98 6o 46 40 90 23 27 
5 110 89 73 23 97 57 43 41 90 23 27 
6 110 89 73 24 96 51 41 42 90 23 27 
7 110 89 73 25 96 51 41 43 89 18 25 
8 109 85 71 26 96 51 41 44 89 18 25 
9 108 83 69 27 96 51 41 45 88 15 23 
10 107 81 67 28 96 51 41 46 87 11 21 
11 106 79 65 29 95 44 38 47 87 11 21 
12 104 77 6o 30 95 44 38 48 87 11 21 
13 103 75 58 31 94 40 36 49 86 8 20 
14 103 75 58 32 94 40 36 50 80 6 11 
15 101 72 53 33 94 40 36 51 78 4 9 
16 100 69 50 34 93 35 34 52 69 2 3 • 
17 100 69 50 35 93 35 34 53 66 01 2 
18 99 65 48 36 92 31 31 
Code means the number representing the student's name 
TABLE IV 
OTIS* NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART SHOWING GRAPHICALLY 
THE RESULTS OF THE 
TERMAN-MCNEMAR TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY 
Score 
intervals 1 .2 .3 .4 .5 1 2 3 4 5 10 
150 
145 
140 
135 
130 
125 
120 
115 
110 
105 
100 
95 
90 
85 
80 
75 
70 
65 
60 
55 
50 
20 
*Arthurs. Otis' Normal Percentile Chart, World Book co., 
28 
PERCENT 
30 50 60 
THE MONROE SILENT READING TEST 
TABLE V 29 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RATE AND COMPREHENSION SCORES 
OF THE MONROE SILENT READING TEST 
RATE SCORE COMPREHENSION SCORE 
Interval Frequency Interval Frequency 
150-159 7 70 & above 2 
140-149 0 67-69 0 
130-139 15 63-66 0 
110-129 6 60-62 0 
90-109 9 57-59 0 
80-89 6 54-56 1 
70-79 7 51-53 1 
60-69 1 48-50 2 
40-59 2 45-47 1 
30-39 0 42-44 1 
20-29 0 39-41 2 
10-19 0 36-38 6 
0-9 0 33-35 4 
30-32 5 
27-29 3 
24-26 5 
21-23 6 
18-20 7 
15-17 3 
12-14 2 
9-11 0 
6-8 0 
3-5 2 
0-2 0 
Total 53 Total 53 
Median 125 Median 27 
30 
Table V shows the distribution or the rate and comprehen-
sion scores or the junior class. According to the interpretative 
data, any score below the standard would show weakness and any 
score above the standard would indicate strength. Since the test 
was administered at the beginning of the year, and middle of the 
year and end of the year standards were given, this investigator 
used the standards ror the end of the ninth year. These standards 
were: Rate 87. and Comprehension 26.0. The group tested showed 
a Rate or 125, which is much higher for the standard and a Com-
prehension of 21.0, just slightly above the standard. 
This investigator feels that this test, while not complete-
ly valid or reliable, indicates that the students, while reading 
very rapidly are not comprehending the material as well as they 
should. In a later section or this chapter an informal analysis 
of reading or the group will be discussed and additional informa-
tion concerning the groupts reading will be discussed. 
THE PURDUE ENGLISH TEST 
3i 
TABLE VI 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SUBTESTS OF THE 
PURDUE ENGLISH TEST 
Choice Literary 
Punctu- of Informa- Vocabu- Read-
at ion Gr~mma.!: :W:o~ds tion S:geJ.l1ng lary 1ni 
Fre- Fre- Fre- Fre- Fre- Fre- Fre-
Scores guencz ~uencz g.uencz guencz ~en~ ~encz guencz 
0-1 1 0 0 1 0 2 1 
2-3 11 0 0 4 0 3 2 
4-5 18 1 0 16 1 6 3 
6-7 14 7 0 15 0 7 8 
8 5 6 0 8 0 8 2 
9 0 10 1 3 0 6 1 
10 2 7 0 2 1 6 6 
11-12 2 15 8 1 4 4 8 
13-14 0 7 22 3 3 5 16 
15-16 0 0 15 0 3 2 6 
17-18 0 0 7 0 6 3 
19-20 0 0 0 0 11 0 
21-22 12 1 
23-24 6 0 
25-26 6 0 
27-28 0 0 
29-30 0 0 
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It was the purpose of Table VI to show in what areas of 
the Purdue English Test the students were weak. Since no inter-
pretive data was available, and because of the short ttme limit, 
which questioned the reliability and val idity of the test this 
investigator in trying to achieve some diagnostic benefit from 
the test felt that if the students got over half the answers cor-
rect it would probably indicate their level of ability and an 
average for that particular group could be gained. 
In Test 1, Punctuation, there were twenty items. If all 
the answers were correct for Test 1 the score would be 20 on that 
test. This writer felt that if the students received 10 or more, 
or over half the answers correct, it would indicate that those 
students had a fairly good knowledge of the area tested; less 
than 10 would indicate a weakness in the area tested. Naturally 
the degree of mastery would depend on the scattering of the 
frequency. 
Test 1, Punctuation, shows that forty-nine students or 92 
per cent of the class did not make over a score of 10 or above 
indicating an acute weakness in punctuation. 
Test 2, Grammar, shows that twenty-four students or 45 per 
cent of the class did not make over a score of 10, while twenty-
nine students did make a score of 10 and above. Of those twenty-
nine students, scores ranged near the half way point which indicates 
a weakness in Grammar. The weakness however is not as acute as 
the weakness in punctuation. 
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Test 3, Choice or Words, shows just the opposite of Test 
1, in that fifty-two students or 99 per cent of the class re-
ceived a score of 10 or better showing an understanding of the 
choice of word test. Of course in this interpretation it must be 
realized that because the students did well in Test 3 does not 
mean that in their daily speech they use the correct choice of 
words. It merely means that they know which words to use. The 
English teacher would be the most likely judge of whether they 
pract ice what they seemingly know. 
Test 4, Literary Information, shows forty-seven students 
or 89 per cent of the class failing to obtain a score of 10 or 
above which would seemingly indicate a weakness in literary in-
formation. 
Test 5, Spelling, includes thirty items. While only nine 
students received a score of less than 15, forty-four students 
or 83 per cent of the class had a score of 15 and above, indica-
ting a reasonable amount of spelling accuracy. However this test 
relied on the visual perception of the student to determine 
whether the words were spelled correctly and not on the oral or 
written aspect of spelling. The results of this test cannot be 
taken as conclusive proof that there is reasonable spelling pro-
ficiency within the group. 
Test 6, Vocabulary, shows that forty-seven students or 89 
per cent of the class did not make a score of 15 or above indica-
ting a deficiency on the part of over half of the class in the 
vocabulary phase of the test. 
Test 7, Reading, shows that of the sixteen items, fourteen 
students made a score of less than 8 while thirty-nine students 
or 73 per cent of the class made a score of 8 or more indicating 
a reasonable amount of accuracy in reading. However the reading 
rate and comprehension rate has not been fixed and there is no 
valid criterion for making such a statement. 
In general this test indicates a weakness on the part of 
the majority of the students in Punctuation, Literary Information, 
and Vocabulary. 
Table 7 shows the total result ar the Purdue English Test 
with the class percentile of the students. 
TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF THE PURDUE ENGLISH TEST 
WITH CLASS PERCENTILES 
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Code Score %-i1e Code Score %-i1e Code Score %-i1e 
1 114 98 19 89 90 37 66 21 
2 91 94 20 77 62 38 65 14 
3 83 82 21 79 . 70 39 78 66 
4 70 25 22 86 86 4o 74 45 
5 89 90 23 74 45 41 78 66 
6 86 86 24 76 58 42 75 53 
7 80 74 25 65 14 43 55 6 
8 74 45 26 72 33 41+ 78 66 
9 76 58 27 65 14 45 76 58 
-
10 101 96 28 66 21 46 64 7 
11 82 79 29 71 27 47 81 77 
12 73 39 30 74 45 48 80 74 
13 72 33 31 72 33 49 64 7 
14 75 53 32 75 53 5o 44 2 
15 83 82 33 74 45 51 50 4 
16 71 27 34 72 33 52 65 14 
.. . .. 
17 87 89 35 66 21 53 4o 01 
. . 
18 80 74 36 73 39 
Code means the number representing the student's name 
THE COOPERATIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION 
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TABLE VIII 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF THE L AND Q. SCORES 
OF THE COOPERATIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION 
L-SCORE Q-SCORE 
Raw Score Frequency Raw Score Frequency 
110 0 50 0 
105-109 0 48-49 0 
100-104 0 46-47 0 
95-99 0 44-45 0 
90-94 0 42-43 0 
85-89 1 40-41 0 
80-84 1 38-39 0 
75-79 0 36-37 0 
70-74 0 34-35 1 
65-69 1 32-33 1 
6o-64 3 30-31 0 
55-59 4 28-29 0 
50-54 8 26-27 0 
45-49 6 24-25 1 
40-44 8 22-23 2 
35-39 7 20-21 1 
30-34 5 18-19 4 
25-29 4 16-17 8 
20-24 1 14-15 10 
15-19 1 12-13 9 
10-14 1 10-11 6 
5-9 1 8-9 5 
o-4 1 6-7 4 
4-5 0 
2-3 1 
0-1 0 
Total 53 Total 53 
Table VIII shows the distribution of the linguistic and 
quantitative scores of the junior class. 
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Tables IX and X should be interpreted as follows: the 
Blue Line represents the percentile rank of the group on which 
the national norms were based. The Red Line represents the per-
centile rank of the junior class members of Palmer. 
It can be readily seen that the Red Line whiCh indicates 
the rank of the junior students at Palmer is below that of the 
Blue in both Table IX which indicates their linguistic abilities 
and Table X which indicates their quantitative thinking. 
This indicates that all of the memb ers of the junior class 
are not as mentally alert as the students on whom the national 
nor.ms were based. 
It is interesting to note that authorities believe lin-
guistic tests give higher correlations with scholarship than do 
quantitative tests, partly because most high school courses de-
pend more upon linguistic abilities than upon the abilities in-
volved in quantitative thinking. 
Tables XI and XII Show the total results of the Psycho-
logical Examination with the class percentile of the students. 
TABLE IX 38 
OTIS* NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART SHOWING GRAPHICALLY THE RESULTS OF 
THE LINGUISTIC SECTION OF THE COOPERATIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION 
= 
Score 
intervals 1 
00 
3 4 5 
.2 .3 .4.5 1 
*ArthurS. Otis• Nonnal Percentile Chart, World Book Co., N.Y. 
95 96 97 98 99 .5 .6 .7 .8 
• 
TABLE X 39 
OTIS* NORMAL PERCENTILE CHART SHOWING GRAPHICALLY THE RESULTS OF 
THE QUANTITATIVE SECTION OF THE COOPERATIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION 
Score 
intervals 1 
45 
30 
25 
20 
10 
5 
0 
PERCENT 
3 4 5 10 20 
1 
* ArthurS. Otis' Nonnal Percentile Chart, World Book co., N.Y. 
TABLE XI 
RESULTS OF THE LINGUISTIC SECTION OF THE COOPERATIVE PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EXAMINATION WITH CLASS AND TEST PERCENTILES 
L Class Test L Class Test L Class Test 
Code Score %-ile %-ile Code Score ~-ile %-ile Code Score %-ile %-ile 
1 83 96 93 19 47 59 41 37 43 50 34 
2 86 98 95 20 43 5o 34 38 35 27 22 
3 52 72 51 21 52 72 51 39 42 44 32 
4 64 92 73 22 48 63 43 40 27 15 10 
5 63 91 71 23 36 30 23 41 38 36 26 
6 52 72 51 24 41 42 31 42 43 50 34 
7 58 86 62 25 40 40 29 43 38 36 26 
8 43 50 34 26 33 25 57 44 57 82 6o 
9 61 89 68 27 30 18 14 45 26 12 9 
10 67 94 77 28 31 22 16 46 26 12 9 
11 58 86 62 29 6 2 0 47 25 9 8 
12 57 82 6o 30 48 63 43 48 47 59 41 
13 45 55 37 31 35 27 22 49 30 18 14 
14 52 72 51 32 37 32 25 50 21 8 4 
15 42 44 32 33 53 77 53 51 15 6 2 
16 54 79 55 34 31 22 16 52 3 01 0 
17 52 72 51 35 51 66 49 53 11 4 0 
18 46 57 39 36 38 36 26 
Code means the number representing the student•s name. 
INFORMAL ANALYSIS OF READING 
During the school year it became apparent that a number o£ 
students were experiencing difficulty in reading. 
At one of our regular weekly Wednesday teacher•s meetings 
in November, it was decided to set aside one week in November dur-
ing which time the teachers would analyze the reading of the stu-
dents in the various subject areas. This investigator was in 
charge of the program. 
The first step was an informal analysis chart. The "Sum-
mary of Informal Analysis of Reading" written by Dr. Donald D. 
Durrell, professor of Education, Boston University was used but 
not in its entirety. Appendix G shows Dr. Durrell's complete 
summary. For this investigation the following items were used. 
1. Interest and voluntary reading 
a. Avoids all reading 
2. 
b. Requires some urging, no voluntary reading 
c. Reads willingly the assigned reading 
d. Is above average in vo.luntary reading 
e. Delights in wide voluntary reading of many 
types of literature. 
Level of Oral Reading 
a. Phrase reading 
b. Observing punctuation 
c. Pitch or volume of voice 
d. Habitual repetition 
e. Addition or omission of words 
f. Enunciation 
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3. Silent Reading Habits 
a. Eye movements 
b. Lip movements 
c. Audible whispering 
4. Word Meaning, Word Recognition and Word Analysis 
5. Oral Recall from silent or oral reading 
6. Written Recall from silent or oral reading 
The second step was the explanation and discussion of the 
check list with the teachers. A teacher's meeting was taken for 
this. Details of what was being done and hoped for and how to 
use the check list was discussed and explained at great lengths. 
There was close cooperation among the faculty throughout 
the year. Correlation and intergration of subject areas was the 
keynote of the program. Throughout the year this investigator 
was constantly invited to visit or 11sit in" on various programs 
and class activities. Because of this, this investigator's ar-
rival in a class room no longer disturbed class room decor~un and 
he was able to enter and observe the reading habits of the junior 
class members. The reading materials used were: text book and 
reference materials in English, History and Science. 
The information for the first part of the check list, 
''Interest and voluntary reading" was gained in the following ways: 
1. The librarian's individual withdrawal records 
of the students as well as interviews with 
the students and the librarian. 
2. The observations of the dormitory directors, 
since they saw the students in recreational 
moments. 
3. The observations and records of the teachers. 
The results showed not one student avoided all reading. 
The greater number however, 45 per cent of the students required 
some urging but did no voluntary reading. 
Twenty-eight per cent read the assigned reading willingl~ 
while .07 per cent delighted in voluntary reading of many types 
of literature. This shows an apparent lack of interest in read-
ing on the part of most of the members of the junior class. 
For section 2, "Level of Oral Reading," the students were 
found to need help in all the areas but the following are the 
areas in which they need the greatest aid: 
1. phrase reading 
2. omission of words 
3. observing punctuation 
4. enunciation 
In section 3, "Silent Reading Habits," eye movements were 
. ' 
not smooth andflowing but spasmodic and when the material being 
read was covered, over half the students could not read any fur-
ther than one or more than two words, indicating possible word 
by word reading. 
Very few of the students were observed to have lip move-
ments. Two students bad very obvious lip movements and these 
were the two students who were at the bottom of every test. 
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Section 4, "Word meaningJ Word recognition and Word analy-
sis" was in general extremely poor. Work is definitely needed :fn 
prefixes, suffixes, root words, etc. 
In section 5, "Oral Recall from Silent or Oral Reading," 
the result was slightly better than that of seet ion 6, "Written 
Recall from Silent or Oral Reading." On the whole both results 
of these sections were not worthy of eleventh grade work. Organ-
ization and completeness of work was sadly lacking. 
In general the results of the analysis of reading bore out 
the fears of the teachers. The students of the junior class need 
a great deal of remedial reading work. As added information it 
was found that three students in the freshmen class were r eading 
at about the second or third grade level. One youngster in the 
school could hardly handle second grade level work. 
PERSONAL DATA 
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Information gathered showing the home and family background 
of the students was gained from a questionnaire given them by this 
investigator, (see Appendix F), from autobiographies written for 
their English classes, and from personal interviews. 
The information gathered by these means revealed that 36 
per cent of the students of the junior class are from broken 
homes. Thirty-two per cent of this group were living with one 
parent or a close relative, while 6 per cent of the group were 
living with step-parents. 
Ninety-five per cent of the students are children of pro-
fessional people: doctors, lawyers, ministers, professors, tea-
chers, social workers, morticians, etc. Ninety-eight per cent 
of the students had at least one parent with a college education. 
This shows that a number of the students have made or are 
making social adjustments. Just how deeply these adjustment 
making processes has affected the student can not be ascertained 
in this investigation. It can be safely surmised that some nega-
tive affect has been felt by each one. This is an important fact 
for the classroom teacher to realize in better understanding the 
child. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, DELIMITATIONS, AND CONCLUSION 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, DELIMITATIONS, AND CONCLU~ION 
I SUMMARY 
The purpose of the foregoing investigation was to discover 
the individual differences, the strengths and weaknesses of the 
students, at Palmer Memorial Institute, Sedalia, North Carolina, 
by conducting a survey of language arts as a basis for building 
a more significant school program. The areas to be measured 
were: 
1. general intelligence 
2. reading 
3. English 
4- quantitative thinking and linguistic abilities 
;;. personality development 
6. home and family background 
This investigation was conducted with fifty-three students 
of the junior class. The students were given the Terman-McNemar 
Test of Mental Ability, the Monroe Silent Reading .Test, the Co-
operative Psychological Examination, the Personal Audit, a check 
list to determine home and family background, and informal obser-
vations of reading were made. 
Information gathered from these aids were made available 
to the teachers of the group and valuable data was compiled and 
placed on the accumulative folders of the students. 
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II DELIMITATIONS 
This problem was limited to fifty-three students of the 
junior class. Possibly to make the study of more value it would 
necessitate testing and evaluating the complete student body. 
It is well to point out that the standardized finding.s of 
this study were based upon the results of one standardized test 
in each area, whereas the results might be more valid if based 
upon several. 
The tests were not chosen by this investigator and two of 
the tests, the PUrdue English Test and Monroe Silent Reading Test 
were partially inadequate for this type of testing progrmn. 
No auditory or visual tests were administered. 
III CONCLUSIONS 
In general the results of the tests have shown that the 
following asswmptions can be made: 
1. The slower junior class members, while possessing 
low I.Q.'s are better than the slow members of the 
national group on which the norms are based. 
2. The brighter members of the junior class are below 
the brighter members of the national group on which 
the nor.ms were based. 
3• In English the students show a general weakness in 
the areas of punctuation, literary content and 
vocabulary. 
4. In reading the group shows a reasonable amount of 
speed but low comprehension. An informal analysis 
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of reading revealed difficulty in word meaning, word 
recognition and word analysis. 
5. In linguistic and quantitative thinking the group 
falls below the norm indicating their general intel-
ligence or scholastic aptitude is not as high as it 
should be for a school as highly rated as Palmer. 
In view of this data it would seem advisable to: 
1. Screen the incoming students very care-
fully for academic ability. 
2. Revise the present curriculum to meet 
the needs of the students. 
3. Offer a remedial course for those who 
need it. 
Suggestions for further study; 
1. Develop a similar study using tbe whole student body 
and other tests as well as more than one test in a 
specific field. This would offer more valid data. 
2. Compare the results of two equated groups over a 
period of three months by using two for.ms of a fine 
standardized reading test. One group would have no 
remedial reading while the other group would have 
three months of intensive help. 
3. Make a survey of the library facilities at the school 
and the study habits of t he students in order to de-
termine if facilities are hampering the students 
learning. 
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APPENDIX A 
TER~1A r-~1c TEMAR TEST OF MENTAL ABILITY 
Name .... 
By LHWIS M. TERMAN 
Stanford Unh·ersity, California 
and QuiNN M cNEMAR 
Stanford University, California 
TEST: FORM C 
• 0 0 ••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• •••• ••••••• 0 0 ...... .... . . 
Date of birth . . . . . . . . .............................................•..... 
ldoDth Day YW' 
Age ............... Grade ............ J:k>y . . . . . . . ...... Girl ...... ....... . 
School ............................................. ... .... . ........ . 
City ............................... State ................. .. .......... . 
Teacher .. . ..... Date ... 
c 
TEST ScoRE 
1 
--- -
2 
3 
" 5 
G I 
------
7 
1'0TAL 
MA 
- ·-lQ 
.... 
Study the examples below in order to sec how the answer spaces should be marked to indicate the 
correct an~:;wcrs. 
1. Steel is made from 
1 lead 2 iron 3 tin 4 copper 5 zinc ..... , ..............•. 1 
The correct a11swcr, iron. is mtmbcr t, so the scamd arzswcr spau has bu:n blackened. 
l'o11 mark the correct arJ.SWers for the remainittg samples in the same way. 
+ 
2. A horse always has 
6 rider '7 stable 8 shoes 9 hoofs 10 saddle •...... ...•.... 2 
+ 
3. A quart is one fourth of a 
1 gnllon 2 pint 3 bushel 4 barrel 5 keg ........ .......... a 
In taking thi tc t, you arc first to decide, \Vhich nnswer ia correct, and then blacken with a soft pencil 
the an wcr space which is numbered the same as your choice for the correct a nswer. 1nkc ~·our mark a 
long ns the pair of lines, and move the pencil up and down finnly to make a heavy black line. H you e change your mind, erase your first mark completely. 
l'ubllshcd by World Book Cotnpany, \ onkcrs-on Hudson, l'\ew York, and Chicago. lllinoi! 
Copyright 19-ll by World Dook Company. Copyr~gbt in Grt'3t Britain AU ritlds rt tntd ntnrru o- l& 
PaJJfUD IJf t' A A Editio11 a 
~ Thu ~~·· u cowril}1at«tl Th« rqroduction of Dlllf part of it bg mlmNgraph,h«tograph, or Ill eng otho 
IPIIJI, ~Mellin the rcFotJuctioru •• aold or arcfurnuhcd fr•• for wt, is a uiolat1on of thr coflgraqht laiD 
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2 a • 6 I II .I 
e 1 8 0 IC 
I 1: 
2 a 4 6 
i: II 
e 
'O't 
'6 
·g 
'9 
't 
-~ 
tp 
Terman-Mc!\'em&r: C 
TEST 1. INFORMATION 
Mark the answer space which has the same number as the word that makes the sentence TRUE. 
SAMPLE. Our first President was 
1 Adams 2 Washington 3 Lincoln 4 Jefferson 5 Monroe .... 
1. Polo is a kind of 
1 disease 2 work 3 bear 4 game 5 language .............. 1 
2. Herring is a kind of 
6 wig 7 flower 8 pattern 9 jewel 10 fish. . .............. :z 
3. The lyre was an early instrument used in 
1 music 2 writing 3 mining 
+ 
4 farming 5 sculpturing .... . .. 3 
4. Linen is made from 
6hair 7 jute 8 flax 9 rayon 10 latex . ... . ............. . ·" 
6. Burlap is a kind of 
1 lumber 2 stone 3 hood 5 comedy ...... . ••.. 6 4 fabric 
6. Quicksilver is another name for 
6 chromium 7 tin 
7. The number of pounds in a ton is 
1 (1000) 2 (2000) 
8. Chinchilla is a kind of 
6fur 7 seasoning 
9. The fathom is a measure of 
1 weight 2 curvature 
10. Larceny is a term used in 
6 forestry 
11. Napoleon's final defeat was at 
1 Waterloo 
12. The dynamo produces 
6 dyuamite 
13. Pasteur was a famous 
1 traveler 
7 medicine 
2 Paris 
7 powder 
2 boxer 
8 mercury 9 aluminum 10 lead ......... 6 
3 (3000) 4 (4000) 5 (52SO) ...... ...... • 
8 chemical 9 malady 10 furniture . .. .. .. ... 
3 hardness 4 depth 5 strength ....... 9 
8 theology 9 pedagogy 10 law ...... 1o 
1+ 
3 Verdun 4 Elba 5 Leipzig . ... . ...... u 
8 electricity 9 gas 10 steam ........ 1z 
3 artist 4 bacteriologist 5 physicist ... .. 13 
14. The Pharaohs were kings of 
6 Babylon 7 Jerusalem 8 Syria 9 Greece 10 Egypt .... . . 1 .. 
16. Sonata b a term used in 
1 drawing 2 drama 3 music 4 poetry 5 phonetics ......... J!i 
16. The Colos..;eum was an 
6 amphitheater 7 aqueduct 8 aquarium 9 archway 10 army tG 
17. The larynx is in the 
1 abdomen 2 throat 3 head 4 ear 5 pelvis ............... 1< 
18. J\moug birds that mig-rate widely arc 
6 eagles 7 cardinals 8 owls 9 robins 10 quail ............. 1-: 
19. Emeralds arc usuallv 
1 red 2 yellow 3 green 4 purple 5 blue .................. 19 
20. Sirloin is a cut of 
6 mutton 7 beef 8 veal 9 lamb 10 pork ................. :zo 
21. The head of a museum is called a 
1 musician 2 curator 3 mortician 4 pastor 5 collector .... . 21 
22. A six:-~ided figure i:o c.allcd a 
6 pentagon 7 hexagon • 8 sextet 9 helix 10 scholium ....... 22 
23. The bat is mo. t clo:-clv related to the 
1 butterfly 2 swallow 3 owl 4 mouse 5 moth ........... . 23 
24. A character in " David Copperfield" is 
6 Tiny Tim 7 Uriah Heep 8 Scrooge 9 Goliath 10 Darnell24 
2&. Quinine come:; from 
1 leaves 2 roots 3 medicine 4 minerals 5 bark ........ .. . :zs 
6 
II 
II 
1 
: ~ 
2 3 .. 6 
I 
2 
7 
2 
s ll 
3 .. 
.! 
8 II 
6 
:: 
10 
10 
8 g 10 
s 
.o 10 
.: 
II 10 
3 4 6 
l 
~ 1 <: II 10 
i: 
fl 7 <: D 10 
2 3 4 6 
II II 10 
I 2 3 4 6 
G ; 8 
3 
6 8 
2 3 
6 
2 3 
D 10 
0 
.. 
D 
4 
!; 
!> 
!. 
10 
.: 
10 
·' 
6 ; .s • 10 
2 3 
Score. 
·zz 
"tZ 
·oz e 
'61 
'91 
'L1 
'91 
'91 
't1 
'£1 
'Z1 
·n 
'01 
'6 
'9 
'9 
'£ 
1 
J 
l 
TEST 2. SYNONYMS 
Mark the answer space which has the :>ame number as the word which has the SAME or most nearly 
the ~me meaning a~ the beginning word of each line. 
SAMPLE. correct - 1 neat 2 fair 3 right 4 poor 5 good ........ ...... . . .. ... . . 
- 1. comic- 1 clumsy 2 laughable 3 universal 4 tricky 5 peculiar . . ... 1 
2. hazardous - 6 adventurous 7 hard 8 annoying 9 speedy 10 dangerous 2 
3. comfort- 1 entreat 2 console 3 pity 4 anger 5 discourage . . .. . . . . . a 
4. equip- 6 decorate 7 establish 8 surround 9 load 10 furnish . .. . . 4 
5. introductory- 1 social 2 advisory 3 transitory 4 preliminary 5 internal .. a 
• 6. writhe- 6 squeal 7 twist 8 split 9 hurt 10 crawl ..... .. . ........ e 
7. trivial- 1 amusing 2 rart: 3 unimportant 4 detailed 5 uneven . ... . 1 
8. evade- 6 vacate 7 invade 8 shun 9 hide 10 desist .. . .... . . ..... s 
9. denounce - 1 beguile 2 detest 3 inform 4 discover 5 condemn .. ..... v 
10. oppo~d- 6 censored 7 adverse 8 involved 9 oppressed 10 morose . . 10 
2+ 
11. counsel - 1 quarrel 2 yield 3 advise 4 assemble 5 represent ... . .. ll 
12. abhor- 6 detest 7 fear 8 avoid 9 defy 10 disgust .... ..... . . ... 12 
13. depict- 1 vanish 2 slump 3 portray 4 edit 5 fabricate . . . . ... . . . . 13 
14. expel- 6 repel 7 eject 8 injure 9 expend 10 depart . .. . .. . . .... 14 
15. encumbrance- 1 contrivance 2 memory 3 burden 4 saddle 5 prison . . ... 1s 
16. docile- 6 facile 7 cozy S agile 9 submissive 10 intractable ... .. . u1 
17. quell- 1 inquire 2 dispel 3 instill 4 quest 5 subdue . ... ........ 11 
18. abandon- 6 flee 7 escape 8 refuse 9 forsake 10 refrain . ........ . . 1s 
• 19. jubilant- 1 exultant 2 judicious 3 playful 4 pleasant 5 jeweled .. . . 111 
20. hoax- 6 danger 7 deception 8 persuasion 9 revelation 10 mischief 20 
~1. curdle- 1 coagulate 2 spoil 3 snuggle 4 condense 5 churn ....... 21 
22. reverence- 6 revenge 7 relevance 8 obedience 9 veneration 10 mercy 22 
23. incite- 1 instigate 2 revolt 3 announce 4 disrupt 5 consume .... u 
26. boldness- 6 hypocrisy 7 ferocity 8 audacity 9 frankness 10 confidence 24 
ll.appeue- 1 ..... 2 pique lentice 4 gladden 5 placate •••••••••..• 
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TEST 3. LOGICAL SELECTION 
Mark the answer space which has the same number .1s the word '' hich tells what the thing AL\\'AYS 
has or AL\V A YS im·olves. 
SAMPI.E. A cat always has 
1 kittens 2 spots 3 milk 4 mouse 5 hair ... .. ... . ... . . 
An orchestra alwnvs has 
1 ·violinists 2 piano 
I 
3 musicians 4 saxophone 5 singers . . ... 1 
2. A museum alway:; has 
6 visitors 7 minerals 8 collections 9 guides 10 paintings ... . 2 
3. School alwa\":> ill\·olvcs 
• 1 children 2 students 3 arithmetic 4 geography 5 sports ... a 
4. A box alway!' has 
6 contents 7 wood 8 lid 9 hinge 10 depth .. . . .. ....... . .. 4 
6. Contentment always involves 
1 devotion 2 position 3 satisfaction 4 elation 5 recognition :; 
6. A newspaper alway::, has 
6 pi~tures 7 editor 8 puzzles 9 fiction 10 cartoons. . . . . . . . . o 
7. A wheel alway:- ha:-
1 circumference 2 spokes 3 tire 4 wood 5 metal .......... 7 
• 8. A policeman always has 
6 club 7 cap 8 beat 9 uniform 10 authority . .............. s 
9. A nation always has 
1 states 2 colonies 3 seaports 4 laws 5 navy .. .. ... .... ... o 
10. Night always has 
6 stillness 7 moon 8 clouds 9 ghosts 10 hours ........ .... Jo 
3 + 
11. A ship alway!' ha:; . 
1 engine 2 guns 3 hull 4 passengers 5 freight. .. . .. .. . . 11 
12. A message always involves 
6 telepathy 7 messenger 8 speech 9 communication 10 writing 12 
13. Discipline always involves 
1 revenge 
14. A bottle always has 
6 hollowness 
2 anger 
7 label 
3 morale 4 whipping 5 training ........ u 
8 cork 9 glass 10 transpar,ency ...... 14 
16. Anxiety always invoh·es 
1 awe 2 grief 3 insomnia 4 uneasiness 5 discouragement . u 
16. Compromise always involV"" 
6 respect 7 friendship 8 adjustment 9 law 10 violation . . 111 
• 5 predecessor . 11 17. An heir always has 1 money 
18. An invention alw.1ys imolvcs 
6 usefulness 
2 lawyer 3 heirlooms 
7 originality 8 patent 
4 property 
9 value 10 imitation ... a 
19. A dance nlways has 
1 music 2 partners 3 rhythm 4 audience 5 costume . ...... 111 
'lO. A debt always invoh·cs 
A. 6 interest 
~ 21. Rebuke always invoh·es 
1 criticism 
9 payment 10 worry . . .... :zo 7 creditor 8 mortgage 
4 postponement 5 despair . . 21 2 help 3 resignation 
U. Admiration al\\ays in,olves 
6 aftirmation 7 generosity 8 flattery 9 esteem 10 love ..... :n 
II. Annihilation al\\'avs involves 
1· surprise 2 destruction 3 pain 4 punishment S vengeance 23 
H. Abhorrence always involves 
6 avenioD 
OlteatatioD always inwlvea 
I ,tmplk:IIJ 
7 rage &fear 9 irreverence 10 nausea ......... H 
.1wealth s perfectiop ....• 
t a • I 
I I 6 
II 7 6 0 10 
2 !I 4 II 
(J 7 8 0 10 
• il 
2 a 6 
II 7 8 t 10 
ll a 4 1 
6 7 8 • 10 
t a 4 6 
6 7 8 t lO 
t a 4 
II : II t 
2 ll 4 
& 7 8 t 
I I 4 
6 7 8 t 
I I 
8 7 II t 
2 a • 
6 7 8 • 
2 • • 
I 1 II I 
:t • .. 
I 7 I I 
!; 
l I I 
TEST 4. CLASSIFICATION 
In each line below, four of the words belong together. Pick out the ONE WORD which does not 
belong with the others, nnd mark the ans\\er space bearing 1ts number. 
1 dog 2 cat 3 horse 4 chicken 5 cow ........................... . 
SA~IPLES. 
6 ho}1 7 run 8 stand 9 skip 10 walk ............................ . 
1. 1 Catholic 2 Methodist 3 Presbyterian 4 Republican 5 Baptist .......... 1 
2. 6 damp 7 wet 8 moist 9 soggy 10 soft ................................ 2 
3. 1 telegraph 2 train 3 automobile 4 bicycle 5 boat ........... . .......... 3 
4. 6 often 7 seldom 8 safely 9 always 10 ra.rely .......................... " 
5. 1 oats 2 rye 3 wheat 4 clover 5 barley ......................... .. .... 6 
6. 6 cello 7 harp 8 drum 9 violin 10 guitar .............................. 6 
7. 1 Scottie 2 Holstein 3 Collie 4 Shepherd 5 Spitz .. · .................... 1 
8. 6 <.:gestlon 7 smell 8 sight + 9 hearing 10 taste . ............. . .......... s 
9. 1 pepper 2 cinnamon 3 nutmeg 4 pickle 5 mustard • . . . • .•••••••••••• 0 
10. 6 chapel 7 temple 8 tabernacle 9 cathedral 10 casino .. ............... 10 
4+ 
11. 1 reason 2 pity 3 joy 4 anger 5 fea:.: ................... · .......... .' ... 11 
12. 6 arithmetic 7 geometry 8 history 9 trigonometry 10 algebra ........... 12 
13. 1 mosquito 2 ladybug 3 gnat 4 snail 5 beetle .... ... ................. t3 
14. 6 grosbeak 7 swallow 8 oriole 9 lark 10 gazelle ...................... ~~ 
16. 1 nail 2 brad 3 awl 4 staple 5 tack ................... .. ............. 16 
16. 6 large 
17. 1 priest 
18. 6 devotion 
19. 1 pine 
- 20. 
21. 
6 Christ 
1 hither 
22. 6 lead 
23. 1 verdict 
Z 1. 6 inherit 
7 tall 8 high 9 short 10 low ................................... 16 
2 organist 3 minister 4 rabbi 5 bishop ....................... 11 
7 adoration 8 reverence 9 avarice 10 admiration ............ 1s 
2 fu· 3 maple 4 cedar 5 spruce ............. · ....... ....... .. . to 
7 Caesar 8 Moses 9 Mohammed 10 Confucius ................ 2o 
2 recent 3 whence 4 near by 5 down ......... ... ... . ........ 21 
7 brass 8 iron 9 tin + 10 copper ................................ 22 
2 testimony 3 subpoena 4 court 5 evidence ..... J ••••••• • •••• 23 
7 lend 8 beg 9 borrow 10 earn ........................... 24 
26. 1 moreover 2 besides 3 also 4 furthermore 5 however ....... . 
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TEST 5. ANALOGIES 
Study the samples carefullr. 
Ear is to hear as eve i~ to 
1 cry · 2 glasses 3 spy 4 wink 5 see ...................... . SAMI'I.ES. 
Hat is to head .1s shoe is to 
6 arm 7 leg 8 foot 9 fit 10 glove ..... 
DO THEM ALL Ll KE THE SA~ll'LES. 
1. Zoo is to animal:; as actuarium is to 
1 birds 2 fish 3 bees 4 statues 5 butterflies ............... 1 
2. Linoleum i to floor as sht.>et i:; to 
6 cotton 7 piano 8 blanket 9 linen 10 bed . . . . . . . . . . . .... 2 
3. Food is to hunger a" wutcr is to 
1 desert 2 thirst 3 quench 4 drink 5 milk ................ a 
4. Add is to subtract as multiply is to 
6 arithmetic 7 increase 8 fraction 9 add 10 divide ........ ·" 
6. Stone is to marble as \\OOd i to + 1 brick 2 soft 3 cut 4 oak 5 pile . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. r. 
6. Abide is to dep.ut as . tay is to 
6 play 7 leave 8 away 9 over 10 home ................. . o 
7. Author is to book as artist is to 
1 painter 2 brush 3 picture 4 easel 5 paint ................ 1 
8. You is to yours as me is to 
6 his 7 ours 8 mine 9 theirs 10 my ..... 
9. Singing is to opera as dancing is to 
1 masquerade 2 orchestra 3 movie 4 drama 5 baUet ....... o 
10. Shell is to nut as skin is to 
6 huU 7 animal 8 white 9 soft 10 cover ................ 1o 
11. Cub is to bea.r as gosling IS to 5+ 
1 fox 2 grouse 3 goose 4 rabbit 5 duck .................. 11 
12. Liberty is to freedom as bondage is to 
6 slavery 7 free 8 suffer 9 serf 10 revolution . . . . . .... 12 
13. Imitate is to copy as invent i to 
1 inventory 2 copyright 3 originate 4 mnchine 5 patent .... 1a 
14. 1 is to :l as 9 is to 
6 (18) 7 (£7) 8 (SU) 9 (46) 10 (81) ..................... . 14 
16. Complt~x is to simple as haru is to 
1 tough 2 work 
16. Tree is to forest as pcrli<m is to 
3 easy 4 smooth 5 brittle . . . . . . . . . . . . ... u 
+ 
6 women 7 couple 8 human 9 crowd 10 men .. • ••• IG 
17. City i to mayor as army is to 
1 soldier 2 navy 3 private 4 admiral 5 general. . . ...... 11 
18. Wolf is to sheep as cat is to 
6 milk 7 fur 8 kitten 9 mouse 10 dog ................. 1s 
19. % is to H as 28 is to 
1 (7) 2 (14) 3 (SS) 4 {S4) 5 (4S)......... . . . . . . . . . . . . .1o 
20. Hog is to bristles as snake is to 
6 fangs 7 scales 8 venom 9 coil 10 rattle ..... .... . :o 
Seldom is to never as little is to 
1 none 2 neither 3 small 4 often 5 large .... 21 
22. Day is to 365 as week is to 
6 {7) 7 (81) 9 (62) 8 (48) 10 (GO) 
Corrupt is to depraved n!> sacred is to 
1 hallowed 2 Sunday 5 prayer ... 
23. 
3 depressed 4 Bible 
24. Squnrr is to cullP as circle i to 
6 round 7 circumference 9 dice 8 sphere 10 line ..... :lt 
26. Thermometer i:s to temper turc .1 metronome is to 
1 intensity 2 weight 3 distance 4 pressure 5 time . 
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TEST 6. OPPOSITES 
Mark the answer space which has the same number as the word which is OPPOSITE, or most nearly 
opposite, in meaning to the beginning word of each line. 
SAMPLE. north - 1 hot 2 east 3 west 4 down 5 south. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 
1. exit - 1 emit 2 transcend 3 entrance 4 origin 5 arrival .. ........ . 1 
2. amateur- 6 novitiate 7 musical 8 professional 9 inventor 10 experience 2 
I 
• 3. genuine - 1 stolen 2 counterfeit 3 sincere 4 original 5 unworthy ...... 3 
4. abundance - 6 liberality 7 frugality 8 luxury 9 hunger 10 scarcity ... . ... 4 
&. alert - 1 illiterate 2 pert 3 sluggish 4 disabled 5 easy ............ s 
6. waste - 6 refuse 7 conserve 8 devastate 9 dole 10 generate ....... . 11 
T. humiliated - 1 honored 2 refreshed 3 satisfied 4 lively 5 arrogant ....... 1 
I. gravity-
1. limitation -r-
10. monotony -
11. obtuse -
11. expel -
13. asset -
1'- acid-
11. eccentric -
18. disperse -
17. wax-
18. blithe-
19. active-
e so. depress-
IL concede-
12. reclirn:-
13. invincible-
K rash-
U . defile-
6fragility 7 specificity 8 purity 9 constancy: 10 levity ....... s 
1 explanation 2 encouragement 3 ability 4 freedom 5 speed 11 
6 difficulty 7 diversion 8 harmony 9 repetition 10 variety ... 10 
6+ 
1 accessible 2 abstruse 3 acute 4 corpulent 5 agile ........ u 
6 remain 7 propel 8 exile 9 retain 10 contract ............ 12 
1 bankruptcy 2 descent 3 misery 4 mortgage 5 liability .... 13 
6 alkaline 7 neutral 8 pepsin 9 briny 10 ~emical ......... u 
1 particular 2 stupid 3 egocentric 4 ordinary 5 virtuous . . . 1s 
6 approve 7 remove / 8 gather 9 spare 10 whisper .......... 111 
1 pale 2 waive 3 shine 4 age 5 wane .. .................. 11 
• 6 helpless 7 cheerless 8 stingy 9 lazy 10 slow ............ 111 
1 past 2 careless 3 passive 4 pensive 5 dull . ............. 1n 
6 press 7 elate 8 oppress 9 exhort 10 climb .............. 20 
1 deny 2 recede 3 finesse 4 usurp 5 resign .............. 21 
6 succumb 7 stretch 8 erect 9 stand 10 decline ..... .. ... 22 
1 susceptible 2 weak 3 stubborn 4 visl'ble 5 broken ....... 23 
6 prudent 7 worthy 8 smooth 9 irrational 10 stringent ..... 21 
1 confess 2 file 3 excel 4 purify 5 beautify ......... . ..... u 
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TEST 7. BEST ANS~R 
Read each statement and mark the answer space which has the :-.arne number as the answer which you 
think is B~J'. 
SAMPLE. \\'e :-hould not put a burning mntch in the wa::.tebasket becau-.e 
1 Matches cost money. 2 We might need a match later. 
3 It might go out. 4 It might start a fire ... ........... . 
1. The saying, 11 Idle brains are the dcvil's workhouse," means 
1 The devil is lazy. 2 People who are idle get into trouble. 
3 Many hands make light work. 4 The devil works with his brains . .......... .... . 1 
2. The s.."lyin.~, "It's an ill wind thnt hlows nobody good," means thnt 
5 Winds bring rain. 6 That which brings misfortune to some may help others. 
7 Trade winds help commerce. 8 It's easy to catch cold in a storm ................ 2 
3. Farmer:-; rotate crops becau:;e 
1 Variety is the spice of life. 2 It confuses the plant pests. 
3 It helps maintain soil fertility. 4 It gives the farmer a balanced diet ... .......... 3 
+ 
4. The saying, " Little strokes fell great oaks," means 
5 Continued effort brings results. 6 Oak trees are weak. 
7 Little strokes are best. 8 Anyone can fell an oak . .......... .. ................. • 
6. The saying, "A miss is as good as a mile," means 7 + 
1 A girl can walk just about a mile. 2 Errors are unpardonable. 
3 The evil men do lives after them. 4 A failure is a failure, no matter how small . ... 6 
6. The saying, "It never rains but it pours," means 
5 Salt stays dry when it rains. 6 Every cloud has a silver lining. 
7 Troubles seldom come singly. 8 Storms are more frequent than showers . ........ G 
7. The cause of echo6ti is 
1 Static electricity in the air. 2 The reflection of sound waves. 
3 The absence of anything in the air. 4 Not known .. .... . ......... . .............. 1 
• 
8. The saying-, "Look before you leap," means 
5 Consider first, act afterward. 6 Trust yuur eyes, but not your feet. 
7 Anything is right which looks right. 8 Never take chances . ........ . .... . .. . . .. . s 
9. The saying, II~ e\'er ride a free horse to death," means 
1 Never accept free rides. 2 Never abu<>e privileges granted as favors. 
3 One should prize anything that is free. 4 A horse is to ride, not to kill . .......... . 9 
10. The &"lying-, "If the shoe fits, wear it," means 
5 Be sure to buy shoes that fit. 6 Give the devil his due. 
'7 Don't take unnecessary steps. 8 Recognize your own faults and virtues. 
• ••••••• 10 
11. Copper i:; used for electric wiring because 
1 It is decorative. 2 It is easily bent. 
3 It retains heat. 4 It is a good conductor. 
• •• •• ••••••••••••• ' ••••••••••••••••• 11 
12. The saying, •• Don't cross your bridges till you come to them," means 
5 Where there's a will there's a way. 6 Everything comes to him who waits. 
7 Don't anticipate possible troubles. 8 Bridges are dangerous. . .................. 12 
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PUBLIC SCHOOL PUBLISHING CO. 
BLOOMINGTON, n.LINOIS 
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\Rate Sc~ 
' Compr~henslnn 
/seore. __ 
St a ndardized Silent Reading Test III, Form 1 
Devtaed by Walter S. Monroe 
FOB 
Grades 9, 10, 11 and 12 
Name .............................................................................. Age today ... - .................. . 
Yn. Montlu! 
Race. ..................................... Sex ..........•......................... Grade ............................. . 
City ........................................ State ................................ Date. .............................. . 
School........................................................ Teacher ............................................... . 
Directions for Giving the Test 
After telling the pupils not to open the papers, ask the pupils on 
the front seats to distribute the papers, placing one upon the dt>..sk of 
each pupil in the class. Unve each pupil fill in the hlank spaces at the 
top of this page. 'l'hen mnkc clenr the following: 
Instructions To Be Read by Teacher and PupilJ Together 
This brief test is given to see how quickly nnd accurately pupils cnu 
read silently. To show what sort o£ test it i , let us read thi : 
The rain was beating again t the window panes, driven by a 
<!old north wind . .Most of the INn-es hnd fallen from the tr c 
and lay in wild confusion on the green grass. A man on the 
street drew his coat more closely about him to keep out the chill. 
Drnw a :line under the word which tells what time of y ar it was. 
spring summer autumn winter 
The answer to this exorcise is "autumn," nnd it is to b indicated by 
drawing a line under the word. The test consists of a number of 
exercises like this one. Tn some of the exercises you are told to draw 
a line under the word which is the right answer or to mark it in some 
other way, and in some you are to write out your answer. If an exer· 
cise is wrong it will not count, so it is wise to study each one carefully 
until you know exactly what you are a!'ked to do. The number of exer-
cises which you can finish thus in five minutes will make your score, 
so do them as fast as you can, being sure to do them right. Stop at 
once when time is called. Do not open the papers until told, o that 
all may begin at the same time. 
The teacher should then be sure that c.ach pupil hns a good pencil or 
pen. Note the minute and Rccond by the wntch and say, BEGIN. 
ALLOW EXACTLY FIVE MINUTES 
Answer no questions of the pupils which ari e from not understand. 
ing what to do with any given exercise. 
Wben time is up say STOP and then collect the papers nt once. 
24-4p 
54 
Rate 
Value 
8 
Rate 
Value 
10 
(18) 
Rate 
Value 
9 
(27) 
Rate 
Value 
11 
(38) 
No.1 
The Chinese believe that whatever their ancestry 
did, they must do. Since their fathers had no railways, 
telegraphs, or telephones, they must have none. They 
dislike new things. Will you expect to find the civili-
zation of China modern or ancient 7 
No.2 
The tighter a wire is stretched, the higher the tone 
produced when the wire is struck. Two wires are 
str~tched, one with a fourteen-pound weight pulling 
?n It an.d ano~her with a ten-pound weight pulling on 
1t. Wh1ch Wire will produce the higher tone, the 
former or the latter? 
No.3 
The battle of Hohenlinden occurred December 3 
1800, during one of Napoleon's campaigns. The battl~ 
was f.ought between the French under Moreau on the 
one s1de, and the Austrians under Archduke John on 
the other side. 
In this battle, Archduke John led the army of what 
countryt 
No.4 
the Ocean currents are caused by the wind. North of 
equator the currents of the Indian Ocean move 
gen~rally east~ard during the summer and westward 
durmg the wmter. Ceylon is in the Indian Ocean 
noJth. of the eq~ato:. Underline the word below which 
~e Ds m what direction the wind generally blows therE> 
m ecember. 
south east west north 
Compre-
hension 
Value 
s 
Compre-
hension 
Value 
4 
Compre-
hension 
Value 
5 
compre-
heJl!ion 
Value 
5 
Rate 
Value 
17 
(65) 
Rate 
Value 
13 
(68) 
Rate 
Value 
9 
(77) 
Rate 
Value 
9 
(86) 
No.5 
"There' seems to be a notion abroad that the United 
States cannot hold the Monroe Doctrine and a vigorous 
foreign policy at the same time. The American eagle, 
let it be understood, has two claws, not to mention a 
serviceable beak. '' 
After reading the above paragraph, if you think the 
author seems to think the United States can maintain 
both the Monroe Doctrine and a foreign policy, under-
line both of the phrases; if only one of them, under-
line it. 
Monroe Doctrine foreign policy 
No.6 
The wall inclosing the whole island to the water's 
edge, built for the double purpose of bulwark against 
the river and defense against the mob, was said to 
have rendered the palace unfit for constant occupancy 
insomuch that the legates abandoned it and moved 
to another residence. 
Underline the one word that tells us what it was 
that rendered this palace unfit for occupancy. 
No.7 
Bone is composed of mineral mattE-r and animal 
matter. The former gives it rigidity, the latter tough-
ness. Yesterday I placed a bone in the fire and it 
burned thoroughly. Today I found that it breaks 
readily. What kind of matter was removed from it 
in burningT 
No.8 
When the air is heavy the liquid in a barometer 
rises, and when the air is light the liquid falls. Sup-
pose the barometer registered ten degrees lower at 12 
o'clock than it did at 8 o'clock. At which time was 
the air heaviert 
~-----------------------------------
Compre-
hension 
Value 
6 
Compre-
hension 
Value 
8 
Compre-
hension 
Value 
8 
Com pre. 
hension 
Value 
8 
54 
Rate 
Value 
23 
(109) 
Rate 
Value 
16 
(125) 
Rate 
Value 
12 
(1S7) 
Rate 
Value 
14 
(161) 
No.9 
The mystery surrounding his own presence in the 
palace tended to make Ben Bur nervous; so now, when 
in the tall, stout stranger he recognized the Northman, 
whom he had seen crowned only the day before as 
the winning pugilist; when he saw the man's face, 
scarred with the wounds of many battles; when he 
surveyed the fellow's naked limbs, very marvels of 
exercise and training, and his shoulders of great 
breadth, a thought of personal danger started a chill 
along every vein. 
If Ben Hur had a feeling of admiration for the 
N orthman, put a line under shoulders ; if he had a 
feeling of fear, put a line under nervous. 
shoulders nervous 
No. 10 
The little bird sits at his door in the sun, 
Atilt like a blossom among the leaves, 
His mate feels the eggs beneath her wings, 
And the heart in her dumb breast flutters and sings. 
He sings to the wide world and she to her nest. 
In the nice ear of Nature, which song is the best? 
Put a line under the word that tells to what the 
mother bird is singing her song. 
world nature her mate nest children 
No. 11 
Be still, sad heart, and cease repining, 
Behind the clouds is the sun still shining, 
Thy fate is the common fate of all. 
Into every life some rain must fall. 
Some days must be dark and dreary. 
Draw a line under the word below which best sug-
gests the thought of the above stanza. 
sorrow hope anger fear remorse 
No. 12 
As we reached the Blue Hills, a flush of purple fire 
blazed out from above the horizon, and turned the 
dewy teardrops of flowers and leaf into rubies and 
diamonds. In a few seconds the everlasting gates of 
the morning were thrown wide open and the lord of 
day, arrayed in glories too severe for' the gaze of man 
began his state. ' 
In this paragraph, to what is t he rising sun likened? 
••••••••• • •••••••••• • • ••• •• ••• •w• • ••••••• •• • •••••••• 
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Value 
7 
Compre-
hension 
Val11e 
7 
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Value 
8 
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Value 
19 
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THE PURDUE ENGLISH TEST 
G. C. Brandenburg, Purdue University 
Do not begin until told to do so. 
(Lut name) ( Fir~t name) Middle name) 
School ·--··---·-·----·-·· Qass-··-··--- Date.-- - - - · 
Examiner read aloud: Tht purpost of this tefl is to assist in det~r­
mining lh• kind of work ;, English tt·hich will bt most valua.blt to you. 
You ar1 not e.rpect•d to be obit to answ" wery question in tht ttst. 
Work as ropidl)• as you con, for your grade tvill depend upon both stud 
msd auuracy. Ask no que.rtions after lhtt examination btgfns. 
Teat 1. Punctuation Score·-·--·······--
Ptmcttlat• thost sentcncu in the follcrwing list u•hich :r1quirt punctu-
atiDfJ m ord,. that the meaning may be readily grasped. Five minul11 
uoi/l be allcnt•td. 
1. He was a faithful ~incere friend. 
2 . In~ide the fire ~hone brightly. 
3· Every man who holds o;UC'h an opinion i by tendency a criminal. 
•· If you have a light said John t:;ive it to me. 
5· What are your tenns asked the man. 
6 The child was holding a big gray cat. 
7· He went aloft ancl made the repairs then he returned to the deck. 
8 lndianapoli!l Indiana is not so large as Chicago Illinoi . 
9· Then continued Brightman the captain shouted ,cast off. 
10. He said that he had lent his neighbor an nx that on the next 
day necdin~ the ax he had gone to get it and that his tteighbor had denied 
borrowing 1t. 
r 1. There are too many onds in the sentence. 
12. If the plane i~ dull by the way did you get that plane at Pum-
phrq'a? 
IJ. The heriff gave him as his oath required the moH effective 
hdp. 
t+ He bought the following articl~ hats caps shirts and shoes. 
15. He had worked in a law office which took rteei\'erships by th 
score and through managing bankrupt concerns he had made himself a 
financial surgeon. 
r6. I read many hi~torical novels such as Romola Quo Vadi" and 
Rienzi. 
17. The wreck occurred on Friday June 13 194 r. 
r8. The brakes being worn we topped barely in time. 
19. James rome at once. 
20. We shall motor over to Indianapolis to attend the concert. 
Examiner: After fit•e mi11utn say: "Stop. Turn ovtr th, f'agt to 
T1rt ~. R11nA 1/u dU.ntin"r n.tstl dn what thtv tdl \'OU to do. BeQin." 
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Test 1. Reading Score 
-····-···--·· 
Read tiJe followi"g selections atJd answer the qurstiotts otl this page 
You may go buc~ at~d read a farag_raph over if necessary to answer any 
question. You ~ b~ allow~d S1X nunutes . . 
"A, follow~ng hts election as senator, ts charged with bribery. He is 
said to have patd o~e thousand d~llar~ to B, a mem~r of the legislature, 
for B's vote. B testifies that A patd him the money m ten too-dollar bills 
in the presence of C and D, and that on the same day he ( U) deposited 
the money in the bank. B is a poor man, of bad character. 
C testifies that he was present when A and B met, and that A paid no 
money to ll. C is a man of bad character, employed by A. 
D testifies that he was present when A and B met, and that A paid B 
one thousand dollars in ten I<><rdollar bills . 
E, a bank clerk, .tes~fies tha~ on the day A and B met, B deposited 
one thousand dollars 10 hts bank, m ten Ioo-dollar bills. 
Answer each que:.tion with one word. Answer 
1. Did A depo~it $1000 in the bank? ... - ....... - ................ ·--·····-··-·--······ .. 
2 . How manr persons are spoken of? ..... - ............. ·-············-·-·---······-
3· Do you thmk A was guilty of bribery?... ........................ ·--·--.. - ...... . 
4· Is E a man of bad character? ...•.... - ................................................ ---·-
5· Of the five pcrso_ns, A, B, C, D, and E, whose testimony is 
the most reltable ? ................................................................................ .. 
6. W~ B charged with bribery? .............. - .................................... -........... .. 
Now read the following selection: 
Carbon monoxide is a colorless, tasteless, inodorous gas, insoluble in 
water. It burns with a pale-blue flame, forming carbon dioxide. It is ex-
ceedingly poisonous when inhaled. Hence it is very important that it 
should not be allowed to escape into rooms occupied by human beings. 
Death is sometimes caused by the gases from coal-stoves. The most dan-
gerous of these gases is carbon monoxide. A pan of smouldering charcoal 
gives off thi5 gas, the poisonous character of which is well known. It has 
been used to some extent for the purpose of suicide. The poisonOU$ char-
acter of carbon monoxide has led to a great deal ·Of discussion and to some 
legislation on the subject of "water-gas." The question has been re~tedly 
rai.:>ed whether the manufacture of the gas should be pern1itted. There is 
no doubt of the fact that it is a dangerous substance; and that it should 
not be allowed to e-;cape into the air oi rooms is obvious. With proper pre-
cautions, however, there seems to be no good r~on why it should not be 
used, although it is somewhat more poisonou) than coal-gas. 
Answer each question with one or two words. Answer 
1. Is carbon monoxide soluble in water? ....................... --····-·· ................ . 
2. What is the color of the flame produced by carbon mon-
oxide when it burns? ........................... - .............................................. . 
3· Is carbon monoxide ever given off from cool stoves? ................. - ........ .. 
4· Is "water-gas" the same as carbon monoxide? .................. - ................. .. 
5· Is the manufacture of carbon monoxide prohibited by law? ................ .. 
6. What gas is fonned in the burning of carbon 
monoxide? ...................................................... ·-·······················-········ 
7· Is carbon monoxide the same as coal gas? ..... --........................ ---· .. 
8. Is carbon monoxide useful? ...................................................................... .. 
9· Docs gas from a coal stove ever cause death? ................ -·-·-······· ........ . 
10. Is carbon monoxide colorless? ........................................ - ... - ......... - ... .. 
Examiner: After six minutes soy "Stop." 
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Test 6. Vocabulary Score ......... ........ .. 
One of the four words e11closed i,. parentlleseJ i.t very sitniltW itt 
meaning to the word prtceding tht parenthesis. Find thi.t word and draw 
a litst under it. Be careful to u"derline ()tl/y one tuord in each lint. Four 
mint4tls will b1 allowed 
Examples Oratsgt (grass, fruit, play, man). 
Petsny (woman, apple, house, coitt}. 
1. distinguish (differentiate, include, estimate, visit). 
2. elaborate (complicated, serious, enhance, arduous). 
3. session (audience, choir, term, projection). 
4. emergency (curfew, contention, remedy, crisis). 
5. preliminary (excess, prior, free, survey). 
6. allege (expand, cancel, accept, assert). 
7. beguile (propose, plan, wrap, deceive). 
8. trenchant (priceless, severe, worthy, wise). 
9. palpable (secret, sweet, strange, obvious) . 
10. casual (regular, continual, accidental, polite). 
11. propitious (cautious, favorable, tiresome, narrow). 
12. cogency (force, weakness, frivolity, health) . 
13. adulation (virtue, consistency, flattery, population). 
14. dissemble (conceal, produce, pick, lift) . 
15. disparage (embark, decry, sell, repair). 
16. tacit (noisy, open, silent, true). 
17. coerce (lose, compel, lighten, release). 
18. tenaciously (readily, correctly, firmly, loosely). 
19. compatible (suitable, awkward, dangerous, slow) . 
20. cardinal (little, dull, principal, light). 
21. fallacy (truth, honesty, price, mistake). 
22. reticence (boldness, backwardness, width, beauty). 
23. umbrage (offense, courage, welcome, location). 
24. intrinsic (false, fierce, real, bright). 
25. emulate (revile, criticize, warn, imitate) . 
26. vicissitude (change, hate, steadiness, depth ) . 
ZJ. vie (relax, help, contend, deposit). 
28. immutable (invariable, delightful, changeable, frisky). 
29. purport (cost, meaning, chance, departure). 
30. acumen {vanity, view, sagacity, cheapness) 
Examiner: Aft" four mitsutes Jay: "Stop. Tuf'ft to Tul 7· R1ad 
tltt dirtcliOJts cmd do what they tell you to do Begin." 
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Test 4. Literary Information Score............. ··-
Each of tlu follou>ing senlmcts contains in par~theses four names 
ur turns. Underline the one which is needed to make the stntence o true 
statement. You utili be allou•ed four minutes. 
1. Ivanhoe was written by (Scott, Cooper, Hawthorne, Dickens). 
2. The character, Brutus, appears in (Hamlet, Macbeth, Juliu~ 
Caesar, Merchant of Venice). 
3· Walt Whitman was a (Spanish, American, French, English) 
writer. 
4· s~ame and Lilies was written by (Swift, Stevenson, Tennyaon, 
Ruskin). 
S· ''What is so rare as a day in June?'' is a quotation from (Lady 
of the Lake, Vision of Sir Launfal. Evangeline, Ancient Mariner). 
6. Ben Hur is a (short story, novel. poem, essay). 
7· Swift wrote (Pilgrim's Progress, Gulliver'., Travels, RobiJUOO 
Crusoe, Ivanhoe). 
8 Addison was a noted (poet, essayist, novelist, dramatist). 
9· (Scott, Hawthorne, Dickens, Tarkington) is a noted present 
day novelist. 
xo. Dickens did most of bis writing about ( 1550, r6so. 1750, 1850). 
11. George Eliot wrote (Ramona, Mill on the Floss, Vicar of Wake-
field, Vanity Fair). 
12. Children take great delight in the writings of (Milton, Riley, 
Scott, Poe). 
13. One of the very best magazines for general news is the (Harper's, 
Nat1onal Geographic, Time, Atlantic). 
14. America'!:. most noted humorist is (Irving, Mark Twain, Lew 
Wallace, Jack London). 
15. (Frances Willard, Mary Pickford, Gene Stratton Porter, Flor-
ence Nightingale) is a noted American writer. 
16. A novel by (Benjamin Franklin, Helen Hunt Jack!l<>n, Haw-
thorne, Harriet Reecher Stowe) was written in defense of the American 
Indian. 
17 (Pilgrim's Progress, Paradise Lost, Adam Bede, Vanity Fair) 
is a fine allegory. 
x8. The Taming of The Shrew was written by (Marlowe. Ben 
J onc;on, Goldsmith, Shake!:peare). 
19. Tennyson wrote during the (Norman Conquest. Renaisc;ance. 
Reformation, Victorian Age). 
20. "God's in His Heaven, All's right with the world." i!' a quotation 
from (Browning, Gray. Keatc:;, Longfellow). 
E..xaminer: After fot~r minutes say: "Stop. Turn to Tnt 5· Nou• 
you will turn your books around like this (E.ratnintr illustrates). Rtad 
the directions and do what the\• tell ~·ou to do. Begi,.." 
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DIRECTIONS FOR GIVING THE TEST 
1. Before snssing out the folders warn the studenta to leave them un· 
:>pened on their deakt until the test begins. 
2. Before beginning the test make sure that every penon hat a pen or a 
pencil Have aome extra pencils to pass out if necessary. 
3. Read all directions slowly and distinctly and in an easy, natural tone 
4. Allow no questions after the test begins. 
5. Time for each test should begin when the examiner says, "Begin." 
6. Give no directions or explanations after test begins except those con· 
tained in the folder. 
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE TEST 
The entire test may be easily scored by the students. As soon as the teat 
it completed have students exchange papers and then read aloud the following 
directions: 
1. Each item in the test counts one point. 
2. No part credita are allowed. Every item is scored as right or wrong. 
J. The number of correct answers in any teat is the acore for that teaL 
For example, if all answers are correct for Tnt No. 1 the score is 20 on 
that test. 
4. The score for each test should be recorded separately in the proper 
place and the total of these scores should be placed in the upper right hand 
corner of the fint page. 
S. If two anawen are gaven to a question it should be scored as mcorrect. 
Examiner will then read from his key the correct aoswera, allowing time 
after each teat for the score to be obtained and properly recorded. 
STANDARDS 
High School 
Based on returns from 58 Indiana high schools in dues of to,ooo 
and under. 
Grades .............................................. IX 
Medians 
···························-······-······· 
College 
XI 
81 
Xll 
84 
Median 
University Freshmen ····················-························································ 92.4 
Teachers 
Based on returns from 21 colleges and normal schools in Indiana. 
Beginning elementary teachers ... - .................................................. ·-··-·- 94 
Elementary teachers with one year's experience ............. - ..... - ··-·······-··· 100 
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Te5t 4. Literary Infonnation Score ....... - .......... . 
Each of the following stnte11crs contains in parenthtsts four names 
ur ttnHs. Underline the one which is needed to make the unttmce a true 
statement. You u>ill be allowed four minutes. 
I. Ivanhoe was written by (Scott, Cooper, Hawthorne, Dickens). 
2. The character, Brutus, appears in (Hamlet, Macbeth, Julius 
Caesar, Merchant of Venice). 
J. Walt Whitman was a (Spanish, American, French, English) 
writer. 
4· Sesame and Lilies was written by (Swift, Stevenson, Tennyson, 
Ru5kin) . 
5· "What is so rare a~ a day in June?" is a quotation from (La-dy 
of the Lake, Vtsion of Sir Launfal, Evangeline, Ancient Mariner). 
6. Ben Hur is a (short story, novel, poem, e~say). 
7· Swift wrote (Pilgrim's Progress, Gulliver's Travels, Robinson 
Crusoe, Ivanhoe) . 
8. Addison was a noted (poet, essayist, novelist, dramatist). 
9· (Scott, Hawthorne, Dickens, Tarkington) is a noted present 
day novelist. 
10. Dickens did most of his writing about (I sso. 16so, 1750, 185o) 
II. George Eliot wrote (Ramona, Mill on the Floss, Vicar of Wake-
field, Vanity Fair). 
12. Children take great delight in the writings of (Milton, Riley, 
Scott, Poe). 
13. One of the very best magazines for general news is the (Harper 's, 
National Geographic, Time, Atlantic). 
14. America's most noted humorist is (Irving, Mark Twain, Lew 
Wallace, Jack London). 
15. (Frances Willard, Mary Pickford, Gene Stratton Porter, Flor-
ence Nightingale) is a noted American writer. 
16. A novel by (Benjamin Franklin, Helen Hunt Jackson, Haw-
thorne, Harriet Beecher Stowe) was written in defense of the American 
Indian. 
17. (Pilgrim's Progress, Paradise Lost, Adam Bede, Vanity Fair) 
is a fine allegory. 
18. The Taming of The Shrew was written by (Marlowe. Ben 
Jon son, Goldsmith, Shakespeare). 
19. Tennyson wrote during the (Norman Conqueo-t, Renaissance. 
Reformation, Victorian Age). 
20. "God's in His Heaven, All's rig-ht with the world." is a quotation 
from (Browning, Gray. Keat~. Longfellow). 
Examiner: After four mint1tes sa1: "Stop. Turn to Test 5· Now 
you will turn your books arotmd like this (Examiner illustrates). Read 
the directions and do what they tell you to do. Begi11." 
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Test 6. Vocabulary Score .......... - ....... . 
One of the four words ~t~closed i,. parntthues is "'"Y .rimii<W m 
m1aning to th1 word preceding th1 parenthesis. Find this word and draw 
a lin1 •mder it. Be carefuJ to underline only one n·ord in each lin1. Four 
minut1s will be allowed. 
E~amples Orattgl (grass, fmit, play, man) . 
Penny (woman, apple, house, coitt}. 
1. distinguish (differentiate, include, estimate, visit). 
2. elaborate (complicated, serious, enhance, arduous) . 
3. session (audience, choir, term, projection). 
4. emergency (curfew, contention, remedy, crisis). 
5. preliminary (excess, prior, free, survey) . 
o allege (expand, cancel, accept, assert). 
7. beguile (propose, plan, wrap, deceive). 
8. trenchant (priceless, severe, worthy, wise). 
9. palpable (secret, sweet, strange, obvious). 
10. casual (regular, continual, accidental, polite). 
11. propitious (cautious, favorable, tiresome, narrow). 
12. cogency (force, weakness, frivolity, health). 
13. adulation (virtue, consistency, flattery, population) . 
14. dissemble (conceal, produce, pick, lift) . 
15. disparage (embark, decry, sell, repair). 
16. tacit (noisy, open, silent, true). 
17. coerce (lose, compel, lighten, release) . 
18. tenaciously (readily, correctly, firmly, loosely). 
19. compatible (suitable, awkward, dangerous, slow) 
20. cardinal (little, dull, principal, light). 
21. fallacy (truth, honesty, price, mistake). 
22. reticence (boldness, backwardness, width, beauty) . 
23. umbrage (offense, courage, welcome, location). 
24. Intrinsic (false, fierce, real, bright). 
25. emulate (revile, criticize, warn, imitate) . 
26. vicissitude (change, hate, steadiness, depth). 
TJ. vie (relax, help, contend, deposit). 
28. immutable (invariable, delightful, changeable. frisky). 
29. purport (cost, meaning, chance, departure). 
30. acumen (vanity, view, sagacity, cheapness) . 
Examiner: Aftw four minutu say. "Stop. Turra lo T1s1 1· R1od 
''" dir1clions and do what th1y leU you to do. Begin." 
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Test 7. Reading Score ..... - .......... . 
Read the following selections atld answer the questions on this page. 
You may go back a"d read a paragraph over if nuessary to answer any 
question. You will be alJO'Wed six mtnutes. 
. "A, follow~tg his election as senator, is charged with bribery. He is 
satd t? have paid o~e thousand d~llar~ to B, a mem~er of the legislature, 
for B s vote. B testifies that A paid him the money m ten too-dollar bills 
in the presence of C and D, and that on the same day he (B) deposited 
the money in the bank. B is a poor man, of bad character. 
C testifies that he was pre:.ent when A and B met, and that A paid no 
money to B. C is a man of bad character, employed by A. 
D testifies that he was present when A and B met, aod that A paid B 
one thousand dollars in ten 1oo-dollar bills. 
E, a bank clerk, testifies that on the day A and B met, B deposited 
one thousand dollars in his bank, in ten Ioo-dollar bills. 
Answer each que:.tion with one word. Answer 
1. Did A deposit $1000 in the bank? ..................................... - ..................... .. 
2 . How many persons are spoken of? ............. - ................................... - ....... . 
3· Do you think A was guilty of bribery?... ..... _ ............ - ... - .................. - .. . 
4· Is E a man of bad character?._ .... _ ............................. ___ ... _ ........ --·--
5· Of the five persons, A, B, C, D, and E, whose testimony is 
the most reliable? ... - ........................... - .............................................. . 
6. Wa:!t B charged with bribery?.. ................................................................ .. 
Now read the following selection : 
Carbon monoxide is a colorless, tasteless, inodorous gas, insoluble in 
water. It burns with a pale-blue flame, forming carbon dioxide. It is ex-
ceedingly poisonous when inhaled. Hence it is very important that it 
should not be allowed to escape into rooms occupied by human being:.. 
Death is sometimes caused by the gases from coal-!itoves. The most dan-
g~rous of these gase:. is carbon monoxide. A pan of smouldering charcoal 
g~ve:; off this gas, the poisonous character of which is well known. It has 
been used to some extent for the purpose of suicitle. The poisonous char-
acter of carbon monoxide has led to a great deal of discussion and to some 
legislation on the subject of "water-gas." The question has been repeatedly 
raised whether the manufacture of the gas should be permitted. There is 
no doubt of the fact that it is a dangerou sttbl>tance; and that it ~hould 
not be allowed to esrape into the air of rooms is obvious. With proper pre-
cautions, however, there seems to be no good remoon why it should not be 
used, although it is somewhat more poi:.onous than coal-gas. 
Answer each que:.tion with one or two words. Answer 
I. Is carbon monoxide soluble in water?_ __ ................ ·--·-·-_ .... -···---
2. What is the color of the flame produced by carbon mon-
oxide when it burns? ......................................... _ ............... ·-··--· 
3· Is carbon monoxide ever given off from coal stoves?.. .. - .. - .... ·--····-.. .. 
4· Is "water-gas" the same as carbon monoxide?.. ................ _ ... _ ... _ ... _ .. .. 
5· Is the manufacture of carbon monoxide prohibited by law? ................ .. 
6. What gas is fonned in the burning o{ carbon 
monoxide? ............................. _ .......................... - ... - •. - ............. --.. 
7· Is carbon monoxide the same as coal gas?.·-····-· .. -···-··-··-· .... -·----· 
8. Is carbon monoxide useful? ...................... - .... - ............ --............ ---··" 
9· Does gas from a coal stove ever cause death? ...... -···-···-.. ···--·· ...... .. 
10. I:. carbon monoxide colorless? ............. - ......... _____ ........ - ... - ........ .. 
Examiner: Aft•f' six minutes say "Sto,." 
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General Instructions 
Thi,.. examination is ditTerent irom the ordinary , chool examination:. to which you ha\'e been accu:.tomed. 
The plan for each oi thc:.e tc:.b i:. as follows. First. you arc gi\'en dctailccl instructions about the te:.t, so that 
you know ju:.t what you are expected to do. Then you ha \'e ... ome pructiu problrms. Then you go to the lest 
proprr. Thi:-. is the procedure for each of the four tests in this examination. 
The four te=-t~ in this examination repre:-.cnt a \'ariety of tasks. Two of them im·oh·e thinking of a 
quantitath·e ,..ort, while: the other two require more linguistic ability. If you find one test hard, do not be dis-
coura.~cd: you may find the next test easier. N C\'crthcless you should do your best on all the tesb. 
I 'coplc clitTt•r markedly in the speed with which they can do these different tests. The te,..ts are long 
enough tn keep e\'eryonc husy for the whole time, and you an: not expected to complete the tests in the time 
allowecl. By noting how many questions you can answer in a certain length of time, we can determine your 
speed on each kind of test. You must begin to work on a test promptly when the examiner calls the starting 
time and stop immediately when he says "Stop." Do not bq~in a test until the examiner gi\"es the starting sig-
nal for that particular test. Do not turn back to a test after the time for it has expired. You are to work on 
each test durin~. and only during, the specified time a~ announced by the examiner in charge. 
You arc to record your answers on a separate answer sheet rather than on the pages of the test booklet. 
InsteaJ of writing down your answers, you will record each answer by blackening the space between a pair of 
lines. Do 1101 mal.·e Oil}' marks or record all}' OIJS'lt•crs 011 the tagcs of this lest booklrt. 
Your answer sheet will be scored accurately if you observe carefully the following directions : 
1. On the an,wer sheet. find the sectio11 which currespouds to the practice problems or to the test proper 
on which you arc working. 
2. Then lind the rO<•' of alln.·cr spaces which is numbered the !':tme as the question you are answerin~. 
3. Then finll the /'11'' oj dotted li11cs which corresponds to the answtr you choose and blacken the space. 
l\IISPLr\CED A.i\S\\'1 Rl) .\RE COtJXTED AS WRO.i\G AXS\\"ER~. 
4. Indicate each answer with SOLID BL:\CK PENCIL :\1 \ RKS drawn \'ertically between the two 
dotted lim•s. Solid black marks are made by going over ('ach mark two or three times and by pressing firmly 
on the pencil. 
5. ~fake your marks as long as the dotted lines. 
6. If you change your answer , erase your first mark completely. 
7. l\lakc no unnecessary marks in or around the clotted lines. 
8. Kct•p your answer sheet on a hard surface while marking your answer~. 
9. ~lake no folds or creases in the answer sheet. 
10. No uratch paper is allowed for any of these tests. T he answer sheet contains a special section which 
may be used for scribbling. 
II. Fold the pages o£ your test booklet back so that only one page is visible. Place the te~t hooklet to 
the left. Keep the answer sheet under the test booklet so that the answer space~ being marked are as close as 
possible to the que:.tions being answered. 
(Omit the next paragraph unless the tests are to be machine-scored.) 
The c"<amination will be :.cored by an electric tc::.t-!<oring machine, which makes use of the fact that ct 
solid black pencil mark will carry a current of electricity in the same way that a copper wire does. L IGHT 
PE~CIL ;\[ARKS :\lADE \\"ITH A HARD PE~CIL WILL ~OT C,\RRY .\ CL'RRE.i\T OF ELEC-
TRIC ITY! The machine will not give you a correct S<:r>re unless you indicate your answers with solid black 
peucil marks made with the stccial pencil which is provided. Do not lhe any pencil other than the special 011c 
provided. The machine cannot distingui:-oh between intended answers and stray pencil marks. If vou are 
careless in era.;in~ or if you leave unnece::.sary marks on or ncar the pairs of lines, such marks mav be ·counted 
by the machine as wrong answers with the result that your ~ore will he lower than it should be. · 
Wait until the examiner gives the startina aianal for the fint set of practice problems. 
1948 l!ditio11 
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Same-Opposite 
PRACfJCE PROHLE~IS 
The won! at the left in the following- line is "many." 
I. many ( 1) ill (2) few (J) down (4) !'OUr 
One of the four words at the right means either the same as or the opposite oi "many." 1 he word 
"few," , .. hich is numhcrcd 2, is the oppo:<ite of "many." In the ~cction of the answer sheet labeled ·•<;. \ \[ E-
O PPOS lTE. Practice Problems, Page 3," '>pace number 2 in the lirst row has been blackened. 
The worcl at the !cit in the second example is "ancient." SclL'Ct the one of the four words at the ri~ht 
that means the same as or the opposite of "ancient.'' In the second row on the answer 5heet, blacken the space 
which corresponds to the answer you ha,·e ~elected. 
2. ancient ( 1) dry (2) Jon~ (3) happy (4) old 
You should have blackened the space numbered 4 hecau~c 4 corre-pomb to "old,'' which meam the 
same as "ancient." 
In each of the following lines select the word that means the same as or the opposite of the word at the 
left. On the answer sheet. blacken the space whirh correspond~ to the answer you have "elected. 
3. deep 
L awkward 
5. hot 
(I) blue 
( 1) clumsy 
( 1) dry 
(2) shallow 
(2) loyal 
(2) cooked 
( 3) tense 
(3) passive 
( 3) red 
(4) 
(4) 
watery 
\'Otlll<T 
. ,., 
( 4) cold 
\Vhcn the 'tartin~ ~i~nal is given (not yet), turn the page and work more problem~ o£ the "ame 
kind. ·work rapidly bccau:-.e your rating will be the total number of correct answers. You may not be able to 
finish in the time allowed. 
S to p h ert'. ~·~it (or tht' sianal. 
1918 T:ditio11 
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In l'ach row, sek t the worcl at the right which mean:. the same 
as or the oppositt of the first word in the row. Blarkt•n the space SA~IE-OPPOSITE 
which rorrcsponcl to the wnrd you haw :--dectt•cl, 
I. famous ( l ) renowned (2) iaithiul ( J) l"l'nC\\'t•d (t) destined 26. inimitable (I ) tnatchless (2) optical ( 3) ontlitwd ( 4) parental 
2. cowardly (I) buoyant (2) brave ( 3) boyish ( 4) callous 27. dcciucti\'e ( 1) <.t•<hwtivc (2) productiH• ( J) n·ducti\C ( 4) inductive 
3. stin~y ( l) tart ( 2) generous (3) di .. tinct ( 4) positi\'e 2~. credible (I) hcrdt (2) indelible (3) plan iblc ( 4) ~ccure 
.. moderate ( l) modern (2) miry ( 3) ext n·mc ( 4) mental 2'1, t'" t•ntial ( I) cla:.sical ( 2) ethercal (3) !;t'iwrthwu-; ( 4) di~arming 
5. t remendou:. (I ) brilli:mt (2) crude (3) slight ( 4) past 30. cli:-.creet ( I) redolent (2) mau\'e ( 3) imprudent ( 4 ) pertinent 
6. guilty ( l) pungent (2) innocent ( 3) <:rtnllplrd ( 4) garish J I. original (I) oral (2) copied ( 3) dt·rclict ( 4) center 
7. dismal ( 1) ready (2) furious (3) strong ( 4) cheerful 32. clumsy ( I ) gruesome ( 2) boyish ( 3) adroit (4) vapid 
K re~p<.'Ctful ( 1) deferential (2) physical ( 3) rt'lnedia I ( 4) ~everal .B. t•cstatic (I) rapt (2) dotted ( 3) fawning ( 4) proper 
( ). random (I) haph.1zard ( 2) rucle ( 3) feeble ( 4) pure .H. .;uave ( I ) prevalent ( 2) neuter ( 3) old ( 4) brusque 
10. trnditional (I) nocturnal (2) radial ( 3) obtuse ( 4) cu .. tomary 3.5. effectual ( I) tirrd (2) unarmed (3) wide ( 4) adequate 
11. authentic (I) triumphant (2) genuine ( 3) generou .. ( 4) distingui~hl'd .)(,, ohsoletc ( I ) ohtu~c ( 2) fa vorablc ( 3) contemporary ( 4) foolish 
12. zestful 
IJ. staunch 
l·l. hrawny 
15. humid 
16. ferocious 
17. fatigued 
1 K immense 
19. clastic 
.!0. erroneous 
21. baseless 
•22. ha-hful 
23. defensive 
.:?4. infamous 
25. disheveled 
-,;) 
.... 
( 1) :.t"rmy (2) tou_gh (3) eager ( 4) lengthy 37. ~t·cmly (I) IXll'tk ( 2) scribbled 
( 1) cozy ( 2) Ulle\'Cil ( .~) umvavcring ( 4) stupid JK cll•JllelllCd ( I ) grievou::. (2) surry 
( l ) dcver (2) dim (3) hazy (4) puny 3<J. abysmal ( 1) temporal (2) incidental 
( 1 ) humorous (2) dry (3) solid ( 4) [rigid ·lO. spar~e ( I ) expensive (2) crooked 
( 1) mild (:?) fdicitou:. ( 3) petulant ( 4) fen·ent 41. astute (I) astounding (2) astringent 
(1) hasty (2) plastic (3) fanatic ( 4) refreshed 42. ~ini!'>ter (I) au,picious ( 2) -.ettled 
( 1) procligious (2) bloody (3) wi:-.tiul ( 4) Yulgar ~.3. ncfari )Us ( I ) wicked (2) poor 
(1) tri\'ial ( 2) resilient (3) valid ( 4 ) humornu' 44. canonical ( l ) flushed (2) willful 
( 1) solemn (2) correct ( 3) ironic ( 4 ) tragic 1.5. atypical ( 1) ordinary (2) curt 
( I ) earthly (2) groundless (3) domestic ( 4) basted t6. benign ( 1) democratic ( 2) indignant 
( 1) patient (2) eligible (3) parallel ( .J.) diffident 47. staid ( I ) frivolous (2) open 
( l) pensive (2) offensi,·e ( 3) \'nlid ( 4) depressed ~H. manifest (I ) ince:-sant ( 2) evident 
( 1) dauntless (2) honorable ( 3) contagioth ( -t) intricate 49. lethal (I) n~al (2) \·olatile 
( l) distracted (2) unkind ( .~) unkempt ( 4) appointed 50. autonomous ( I ) dependent ( :2 ) delectable 
• 
:::;· ~ s: sr 
- -- - ~ ~ ~ 0·----------------~----~------------~----------------------~~ ~----------~ 
(3) local ( 4) fit 
( .~) delinquent ( 4) mad 
( 3) impressive ( 4) bottomless 
( 3) dense (4) rural 
(3) ~hrcwd ( 4) dramatic 
( 3) dili~cnt ( 4) tacit 
(J) sick ( 4) steep 
( 3) ort hmJox ( 4) frozen 
( 3) topical ( 4) casual 
( 3) molt led (4)kind 
(3) tabular ( 4) harsh 
(3) manifold ( 4) lavish 
(3) arid (4') deadly 
( 3) gracious ( 4) atrocious 
Stop here • 
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Completion 
PI{.\CTICE PROBLF.\IS 
Look at the followin~ <lctinition. "\ut arc to think C•f the word that fit, the definition. 
1. \ contl''t oi ,..pcrd. 
B F R 
The word is 1"11C"1'. The lcttu- R i, the fir,t letter in the word raa. In the section of the an:.\\Cr --heet 
labeled "CO.\IPLETIO~. Practice Problem,, P:u~e s:· the '(>."lee indicated by R in the first row ha-. hecn 
blackt•ncd. 
Blacken the ~pace corre'(XIIHiing to thl' first letter of tht• word which lit... the following definition: 
2. \ place or buildi11g ior athktil- exercbe,.., 
C 0 C If T 
The word is (/_\'11/llOSillm. You should ha\'C marked the space indkated oy G because it is the fir~t letter 
in the word g)'IIIIIIISI/1111. 
Do the following example-. in the same way: 
3. The thin nntin~ part of an in,..trument. a:- of a kniie or a --word. 
A B 0 II \\' 
4. The wife of a king 
F ~ p Q v 
5. -\ small or portable bed. a:. of cam a- -trctchld on a frame. 
C H :\ P T 
\\'lu~n the -tarting !'>ignal i:- 6h·en (not yet). turn the page and work more problem:. of the ::-a me kine!. 
\\'ork rapidly hc<.·au'c your rating will be the total number of correct answers. You may not be able to finish 
in the time allowed. 
Stop her~. '\Vait for th~ sisral. 
19-1-f/ l;.diticm 
Think of the word tll.'lt fits the definition. Then mark the 
first letter of that word on the an~wer !'hcet. 
1. A mark remaining aiter a wound is hcalccl. 
F J N S V 
2. A long. slender wooden implement for propelling or steering 
a boat. 
A E I 0 U 
3. A song to quit•t b.'lhies. 
D F G K L 
I. A ft•ast. often ccn:moniou~ and followed hy spcechc~. 
A B E II J 
5. ,, (Hthlk s:-tll' oi property to the highest· hiddcr. 
A C E G R 
6. Tinw that i,. to come. 
H D F G I 
7. A kl't'n·cdgecl in~trument for shaving. 
B () K R T 
8. Explanation of tht' mean111g of a word 
A 13 D F J 
9. J\ proft•ssional rida of hor~c~ in race ... 
F G II J K 
10. The stick with which the leader of a h:l.lld, ordwstra, etc., 
heat time. 
A n TI L 0 
11. One who Ime,., hi,. country and zealously ~upport" it. 
II K P T W 
12. \ deakr in meat. 
A n F II 
13. 'J'hc J:l.1rt (I[ day hctween noon and ~\'Cning. 
A B C E F 
II. J\ small dt•mt•ntary hook for teachin~ chilcln·n H• rl'ad. 
D f K L J' 
15. A re\'ision of, or an addition to, a constitution. 
J\ D F T l' 
16. A st'n ation of drvne-.~ in the mouth and throat. with n aa\'· 
in" for liquids. ~ 
F ~~ P T V 
___._ 
• 
Think uf the word that tit:> the definition. Then mark the 
first letter of that word on the an~wer ~hct•t. 
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17. The whole body of salt "alt'r which covers nearly three 
fourths of the surface of tht• gloi.Jc. 
K N 0 p T 
IS. A human being who l'ab human flesh. 
B c ll F G 
JQ, • \ ,·chicle for taking the ~il'l- or injun·d to a hospital. 
t\ E I < l U 
20. ,\ ~topper for a bottlt• to pn·wnt tht• flow nf liquid. 
C D c; I I :\I 
21. .'\ n ornamental hand or d1ain, worn about the arm . 
.'\ B ll I~ F 
22. A chilcl 111 the first pl'riod of lifl'. 
G IT I L 
23. J\ large. stout cord of twistt'd 11r hraid(•cl tr:u11l . 
N P I~ S \V 
2.J. \ record of claily l'\'l'llt , t raus.1ctions, or pet sonal memo-
rancla. 
B c I> F 
25. . \n excavation for obtaining building tone. 
J r. r> r> T 
26. Tlw artificial watering of farm lands to supply growing crop;; 
with moisture. 
A E 0 U 
.,-
.. t. 'l'hl' oflicial rcsidencl' of a 
D E 
11\l'l'<'l).;ll • 
J 
28. . \ collection of map~ in a vohmw. 
A E I 
0 
0 
20. The yellow ma.;-; in till' ccntt'r of hird ' eggs. 
t\ (~ I H 
p 
u 
y 
30. Exclusi,·e ~ontrol of the supply of any commodity or en·icc 
in a gin·n m:trkct. 
B D F l\1 N 
Page 7 
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Think oi the word that fib the dl'finition. Then mark the 
first letter of that word on the alb\\'l'r ~hcet. 
31. One \\ ho enter' illtu, or oiT ers him eli for. any ::.en· ice of hi 
own free will. 
D J K U \' 
32. An artificial dla1111cl t111erl w1th water. ior navi~ation. 
A B C E F 
33. \ recurrence, as of an illne ... s. after improvement. 
A D I. R T 
31. 1\n in ... trumcnt 11"-l'd for looking uut o\·er tlw water from a 
submerged submarine. 
J\ <; ~ p \V 
35. :\ period oi two weeks. 
F G ~ R s 
36. Tlw oft ti,::-uc whkh till,. the l'avittc:-; of the hones. 
A F K ~~ u 
Ji. t\ writtc·n urdcr dirn·ting a hank to pay lllOIIl'\ 
A c F II K 
38. }\ huilcling ha\'ing stalls. a:- f(JI hors6. 
A I> K I' s 
30. i\ floating ohjt·ct moon:cl to the bottom tn mark a ch:uuwl. 
nnchut. or rock. 
H c; 0 R 
40. Tlw coat nf wo(ll that l'm·rrs a ~herp. 
D F C K 
11. i\ hook or li t containin~ tlw names and addrc l'" ni the in-
habitants oi auy plare. 
B 1> c; If Q 
42. \ thn·c-lt•J.n~ed tanrl, as for a camera. 
C II I. R T 
13. I 'r<Jiongl'<l inahilit) 111 11htain dm• !'ltcp. 
c; II I ] K 
41. t\ sack or pouch for hc•lding somtthing-. 
B F L ~ \\' 
45. \ mi takl• or~~ clc\'i3tion from that which is right or corn-ct. 
c 1~ c n P 
Gu to ch~ nt'" JlaJ:~. Do "''' "ait for an~ aicn.al . 
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4o. 1\ formal rcliuqubhmcnt uf so\'ereig-n power. 
.\ G .I p Q 
17. 1\n edifice for dramatic periormanccs. 
D G ~I T w 
IS. The natural abode of an animal or plant. 
B IT I J l" 
19. 1\ place \\here a ri\·er or other walcr may he cros::~ed ll\· 
wadmg. 
A F II ~ T 
50. A utensil with meshes for "Cp.;rating coar"c particle~ from 
finer ones. 
P R S \' W 
51. One who i~ indnH:cl to put till' least favornhll' construction 
upon actions and happt·ning~. 
I r .J I' I~ S 
52. A hurn or injury tu till' lk h ll\· hot liquid or stt·am. 
E G ~ R S 
53. ,\ n·nwdy to l'Otllllrract the l'fll'Ch of poi on. 
A E I l1 U 
51. t\ ~pt·cthl'd or rq.~ular rnlii!W ni slluh 
C \1 1\ 0 T 
55. ,\ racr or surn·ss11111 l,f kings of the s;uue lim: or family. 
,\ )) I ~ I 0 
56. :\ ~mall ~hrill flute. 
E II 
.I ,\ I 
57. The los::- of (!11\\l'r of v<•luntary 1'111lion or 'l'll"ation. 
B c E I) p 
5S. Tlw flesh oi ckn. 
F c; I' v 
59. A metal or alloy ll'ecl Ill j .. in llll'tallk ~;111 iarl'"· 
K I' :-. T W 
flO. Tlw m.'l"S of h'afa~~~ of a plaut a" prorlur,•d 111 natu1 r. 
A E F J H. 
-
.. 
-
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Arithmetic 
PRACTICE PROBLC.:\IS 
In this test you will he given some problems in arithmetic. Aiter each problt:m there are five an-.wer .... 
but only one of them is the correct answer. You are to soh-e each problem and bk<cken the ... pace on the an~wer 
sheet which corrc,;ponds to the answer you think is correct. The iollowing problem is an example: 
1. I low many pencils can ) ou buy ior 50 cents at the rate of 2 for 5 cent:,? 
(a) 10 (b) 20 (c) 25 (d) 100 (e) 125 
Find on the answer sheet the space labeled ".\R ITIDIETIC, Practice Problem-., Page 9." The corre~t 
answer to the problem is 20, which is an,;wcr (b). 
In the row numbered 1, space (b) has been blackened. 
In the second row, blacken the space which correspomb to the answer to thl· -.econd practice problem. 
2. If James had 4 times a !I much money as Georg-e. he would ha \'C $16. How 
much money has Goor~c? 
(a) $4 (b) SS (c) $12 (d) $16 (e) $64 
You should have blackened space (a). which corre~pond-. to $4. the correct answer. 
Blacken the 'l),'lce-. cnrre.'l>Onding to the an"wers to the following- problem:.: 
3. In 5 day ... !larry ha ...... :t\'cd a dollar. What lm.: his a\'Crag-e daily 'a\'ing been? 
(a) 20¢ (b) 22Yz~ (c) 25¢ (d) 30¢ (e) 40¢ 
4. John sold ·I magazitws at 5 ccnh each. I le kept Yz the money and with the 
other Yz he houg-ht paper.; at :? cent-. each. I low many did he hny? 
(a) 3 (b) 4 (c) ~ (d) 6 (c) 10 
\Vhen the ~ig-nal i~ given (not yet). turn the p.'lg-e and work more problem ... of the s.1me kind. \Vork 
rapidly and accurately. Your rating will be the total number of correct an:.wer:_,. You may not be able to 
finish in the time allowed. 
Stop h trt. Wait for the signal. 
1948 Edition 
Find the l.'orrect answer to t:ach prohlt:m hdow. Tht•n 
blacken the correc;poncling space on the ;lJl ... wt·r shed. 
1. Sam hac! 12 marble,... lie iound 3 more and then gave 6 to Ceurge. lluw 
many did Sam h:n-e left? 
(a) 3 (h) 6 (c) 9 (d) 12 (e) 15 
2. If 3~ tons oi coal co~t $21. what \\ill 7,0 tons co~t? 
(a) $<>.80 (h) S-l2 (c) ~5 (cl) $i5 (e) $9R 
3. A ha~ $320, B Ita~ 1~ as much as A. and C has ~ as much a.; , \ and B 
togt•tlwr. I low much have all tog-t'thcr? 
(a) $·100 (h) $-180 (c) $500 (d) $520 (r) $(.,()() 
·1. Lemons sell at 3 for 10 cents. ] low much will 10 dnzt'ns cost? 
(a) 30¢ (h) 40¢ (c) 45¢ (d) 50¢ (c) 60¢ 
5. ,\ quarter mmcl' of g-old is worth ~- How many ounces docs $-IR worth 
of gold weigh? 
(a) 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 (d) 8 (c) 16 
6. In copy work a typbt 's average time per page is 3 ~ minutes. llo\\ 
many pages can she copy in 49 minutt•:-? 
(a) 7 (b) 10 (c) 14 (d) 17 (c) 21 
7. If it takes 8 harrcls of oil at $1.35 per barrel to sprinkle 0 mile of rrod, 
hO\\ much ''ill oil co:st for 5 miles? 
(a) $27 (b) $~4 (c) $81 (d) $90 (e) $1~~ 
8. }.I an• and Hl'len n·ccivc $2.00 for making- buttonholes. 1Iarv make' 42, 
llclt:n 28. How much :-hould )fary receive? · 
(a) $.80 (b) $1.00 (c) $1.20 (d) $1.40 (c) $1.60 
9. A ~rocer bought 160 boxes of berries. From the first 8 boxes e.xaminecl 
he had to throw away 1 box. At this rate, how many boxes will he ht• 
able to sell? 
(a) 20 (b) 21 (c) 120 (d) 139 (c) 140 
TO. If colT ct• lo~c~ 20% of its weight in roasting-, how many pounds of 
green co!Tt'l' mu t be hou~ht to produce 8 pounds when ruastecl? 
(a) 10 (h) 12 (c) 16 (d) 18 (e) 20 
• 
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ARITHMETIC 
IT. 1\ man owns % of a hoat and sells H of his ~hare for $750. At this rate, 
find the value of the boat. 
(a) $1.000 (b) $1.125 (c) $1.250 (d) $1.500 (c) $1.750 
12. Soldiers march 2 feet 6 inchrs per step and take 100 steps to the minute. 
II ow many feet do they march 111 1 12 of an hour? 
(a) 1,000 (b) 1,250 (c) 1,320 (d) 1,500 (e) 1,600 
13. One third of an c~tate went to charity, and one half of the remainder 
went to each of two children. If cadi child n·ccivccl $5.000. what was 
the value of the estate? 
(a) $10,000 (b) $15,000 (c) $17,500 (d) $20,000 (c) $25,000 
1-1. A schoolroom seating 35 pupils has 3 times as many single desks as 
double desks. Ilow man}' single desks arc there? 
(a) 17 (b) 18 (c) 19 (d) 20 (c) 21 
T5. A dealer marked ~oods at $.60 a yard, but he sold them at a discount of 
20% and still made a profit of 20% of the cost. What was the cost of 
the goods per yard to the dealer? 
(a) $.25 (b) $.30 (c) $.35 (d) $.40 (e) $.45 
16 . • \newsboy buys l.'fJual numbers of two papers. Ire o:clls 5/ 6 of one kind 
and % of the other. \\'hat fraction of the total number is unsold? 
(a) 1/7 (b) 7/<4~ (c) 2h (d) y.t (c) 13 '-to 
1i. A square plot would contain i3 :.quare feet more if each side were 
1 foot longer. How many feet Ion~ is a sicle of the plot? 
(a) 32 (b) 36 (c) 40 (d) 42 (e) 44 
18. If the average depth of 3 wells is 68 feet, and no nne is lcs~ than 64 
feet deep, what is the greatest possible depth in feet of one of the three? 
(a) 68 (b) 72 (c) 76 (d) i9 (e) 80 
19. Five lamp posts arc placed along a street 35 yards apart. How many 
yards is the first lamp post from the last? 
(a) 95 (b) 140 (c) 175 (d) 420 (e) 525 
20. J obn and Ilenry start walking to llll'Ct one another from places 100 
miles apart. If John walks at the rate of 3 miles an hour and Henry at 
the rate of 4 miles an hour. how many hours will it be before they meet? 
(a) 1% (h) 2 (c) 20 (d) 3 (e) 30 
.. 
.. 
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Number Series 
PRACTICE PRODLE~IS 
The numbers in each series below follow :-ome rule. For each ~cries you are to find the next number. 
In the first series below, each number b 2 larger than the preceding number. The IIC.t:l 111t111ba in the 
~eries would he 14. Of the fi\'e answers at the ri~ht. arhwcr (e) is, there "ore. correct. In the ..;ection of the 
answer c;heet labeled "XL').fllER SERIES. Practice Probkms. Page 11," space (c) in the lirst row ha..; h<·cn 
blackened. 
1. 2 4 
Scnrs 
6 8 10 12 10 
(a) 
Nrxl .Vumbrr 
11 
(h) 
12 
(c) 
13 
{d) 
14 
(e) 
Find the rule in the series below. and blacken one of the answer space~ in the second row on the answer 
-<.beet. 
2. 20 19 18 17 16 IS 10 
(a) 
12 
(b) 
14 
(c) 
IS 
(d) 
16 
(e) 
Each number in this series is 1 less than the preceding number. You should ha\·e blackenetl 'Jl.1Cc (c). 
which corresponds to 14, the next number in the series. 
Find the rule in the series below, and blacken the space on the answer sheet which corresponds to the 
r.ext number. 
3. 10 8 11 9 . 12 10 9 
(a) 
lO 
(b) 
11 
(c) 
12 
(d) 
IJ 
(e) 
The series abo\·e goes b) alternate steps of subtracting 2 and adding 3. You should have hlackenecl 
space (e), which corresponds to 13, the next number. 
In each series below, find the rule and blacken the space on the answer sheet which corresponds to the 
next number. There is a different rule for each series. Go right ahead. Do not wait for any signal. 
4. 8 11 14 17 20 23 10 13 23 ?-_, 26 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
5. 27 27 23 23 19 19 15 16 17 IS 19 
('\) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
6. 16 17 19 20 22 23 18 20 22 24 25 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
\\'hen the starting signal is given (not yet). turn the page and work more problem:. of the c:.ame kind. 
\Vork rapidly because your rating will be the tot:tl number of correct answers. You may not be able to finish 
in the time allowed. 
S top hert. Wa•t (o r tht sia nal 
1948 Etiitiou 
Find the rule in each problem below and blacken 
the pace which correspond~ to the next number. 
1. 14 18 22 26 30 34 ~ .... 39 40 
(a) (b) 
2. 8 8 8 i 7 7 6 5 6 
(a) (b) 
3. 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 0 2 
(a) (b) 
... 6 9 7 10 8 11 9 7 10 
._ (a) (b) 
5. 21 20 22 20 23 20 24 16 20 
(a) (b) 
6. 10 12 16 18 22 24 28 30 32 
(a) (b) 
7. 8 6 4 12 10 8 16 6 10 
(a) (b) 
8. 90 82 74 66 58 50 4:? 32 34 
(a) (b) 
9. 15 15 13 10 10 s 5 2 3 
(a) (b) 
10. 6 7 5 8 9 7 10 8 9 
(a) (b) 
11. 5 i 14 16 32 34 68 70 72 
(a) (b) 
12. 72 36 40 20 .?4 12 16 4 s 
(n) (b) 
13. 3 4 6 9 13 18 24 29 30 
(a) (b) 
14. 5 10 7 14 11 22 19 16 
-0 
(n) (b) 
15. 76 38 36 18 16 8 6 I 2 
(a) (b) 
• 
41 42 43 
(c) (d) (e) 
i 8 9 
Cc) (d) (c) 
3 4 5 
(c) (d) (c) 
12 13 14 
(c) (tl) (c) 
2·l 28 29 
(c) (41) (c) 
34 36 38 (c) (d) (c) 
12 14 16 
(c) (d) (c) 
36 J"' 40 (c) (d) (e) 
4 5 6 
(c) (d) (e) 
10 11 13 
(c) (d) (e) 
74 i6 78 
(c) (d) (c) 
12 16 20 
(c) (c1) (c) 
31 32 33 
(c) (d) ( t) 
24 32 38 
(c) (d) (e) 
3 4 5 (c) (d) (e) 
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16. 9 10 g 24 6 7 5 3 6 15 16 20 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
17. 17 14 7 21 18 9 27 15 21 24 4- Sl 
(a) (h) (c) (d) (d 
18. 14 16 13 17 1:? IS II 15 16 17 18 19 
(a) (h) ( ( ) Cd) (c) 
19. 1 2 5 11 12 15 21 22 24 25 ')~ 
-1 30 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
20. 3 6 5 5 8 7 i (j 7 10 13 14 
(a) (b) (c) (41) (e) 
21. 8 10 12 10 12 14 12 10 12 14 16 IS 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (c) 
22. 2 3 5 s 10 II 13 1.~ 15 J(i 26 2S 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
23. 44 40 42 14 10 12 4 0 2 6 i 10 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
24. 24 27 9 18 21 7 14 II 17 22 28 33 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
25. 81 27 54 18 36 12 24 4 8 21 24 48 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
26. 7 9 12 8 3 9 16 s 9 10 23 24 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (c) 
27. 22 16 11 7 4 2 1 I 2 4 7 1 1 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
28. 6 42 7 12 48 16 18 (j 18 20 2.~ 24 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
29. 95 92 46 42 21 16 8 2 4 6 R 10 
(n) (b) (c) (d) (c) 
30. 8 6 12 14 7 5 10 5 6 12 IS 20 
(a) (h) (c) (d) (c) 
Stop t.rr«" • 
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THE PERSON.AL AUDIT 
By CLIFFORD R. ADAMS and WILUAM M. LEPLEY 
I'SYCHO-IDUCATIONAL CLINIC • I'INNSYLYANIA STATI COLUGI 
No. ______ _ 
CLEAVE IILANKl 
.011/t ___________ _ 
(LA Ill 
Agt ____ _ 
PRINT (FIRSll (INITIAU 
Stx ____ _ 
If u toriing, prtunl position ____________________ _ How long _____ _ 
(YRSI IMO&l 
If going to school, SchD()I11nd CMrriCitlllm in u•hich tnrolltd __________________ _ 
EJ11C'Illio11: l•sl grildt complrttJ or tilling ill p,-,smt _____________________ _ 
PERCENTILE SCORE PROFILE 
Norms IIStd _____________ _ 
Part Raw Kore Pucmcil~ 0 1 2 ' 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 95 98 99 100 
Part I imp ser 
l'artll ind H-+--+-+-+--1t-++-+--t-+--t-t--t--iH fir 
l'art Ill irr H-4--+-i--+--1.,._-+-+--+--+--+--+-+---+----iH era 
Part IV 
na H-4--+-i--+--1.,_-+-+--+--+-4--+-+-+--11--f fra 
Part v 
Part VI 
. 
1ns H-+--+-+-+--1t-++-+--+-+--+-+-+--iH sea 
inc ~-+-+-+-~-~+++--i-+-+-+-+--1~tol 
Part VII 
emo ~-+-4-+--+--~+++--i--+--+-+-+--1~ see 
,._,VIII flu ~-+4-+-~-~+++--i--+--+-+-+--1~ per 
l'artU( 
wor L-1-""'-.....L-._.....__~...._...._.._.....a._.._.....a._.._..._ ...... ~ con 
0 2 5 10 20 .JO 40 SO 60 70 10 90 95 98 99 100 
PuWillleJ •r 
fHI fliT IIIYICI .IYIIIOH 
SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES 
• 
c.,,, .... IMI ., CllrWII L .._ 
, ... 
,..., -- --.. •.-..&. 
General Information 
This audit is used for obtaining a record of your attitudes and inter-
ests with respect to a variety of activities, situations, and problems. The 
resulting scores can be used to assist you in the selection of an occupation 
or to aid in your placement in a satisfying work situation. This is not a 
test of your intelligence or ability, so there are no right or wrong answers. 
It is known that one's interests and preferences are important in making 
the right choice of a vocation, and that people engaged in different kinds 
of work will have widely differing attitudes and interests. 
For you to profit most from this survey of your reactions, be care-
ful to avoid indicating one response when you mean another. 
On the following pages you will find a wide selection of activities, 
situations, controversial statements, etc. to which you are to respond by 
indicating the degree of your feeling toward them. For some items you 
will indicate the extent to which you like or dislike them. Other items 
concern common annoyances and fears that all people experience to some 
extent. Controversial statements are given concerning which people's 
opinions differ, and you will be asked whether you agree or disagree. 
Also, the extent to which your attitude has changed toward various activ-
ities or practices will be asked. 
Please read the directions preceding each part. There are no catch 
items; so work rapidly and do not omit any response. Now begin the first 
part, and go on to the next part as soon as you complete the preceding one. 
• 
Part I 
Indicate the degree of your liking for each of the following activities by drawing a circle around "M'' 
if you would like it a great deal, around 118" if you would have some liking for it, around "L" if you 
would have a little liking for it, around "N" if you would have practically no liking for it. 
1. M s L N Acting as master of ceremonies at a night club. 
2. M s L N Introducing strangers at a party. 
3. M s L N Playing a part in a movie. 
----
4. M s L N Attending a masquerade party. 
5. M s L N Performing on the radio. 
6. M s L N Being a delegate to a convention. 
7. M s L N Making long-distance telephone calls to friends. 
8. M s L N Attending an all-night New Year's party. 
9. M s L N Teaching people of the oppo.sitc sex. 
10. M s L N Serving as a judge in a beauty contest. 
11. M s L N Attending a full-dress affair. 
12. M s L N Entertaining a group of friends. 
13. M s L N Giving dancing lessons. 
14. M s L N Selling in a department store during the Christmas season. 
15. M s L N Raising money for a charity. 
16. M s L N Taking an active part in a political campaign. 
17. M s L N Going with friends to a carnival or fair. 
18. M s L N Taking charge · of the search for a lost child. 
19. M s L N Spending your vacation at a large ocean resort. 
20. M s L N Watching a spirited horse-race. 
• 21. M s L N Interviewing sales prospects. 
22. M s L N Making application in person for a job. 
23. M s L N Learning to fly an aeroplane. 
24. M s L N Taking lessons in singing. 
25. M s L N Taking part in some athletic contest. 
26. M s L N Going on a picnic. 
27. M s L N Making a small bet on the next Presidential election. 
28. M s L N Interviewing applicants for a job. 
29. M s L N Posing as a model for an artist. 
30. M s L N Playing games like golf, tennis, croquet, or darts. 
31. M s L N Looking at a prize fight. 
32. M s L N , Calling your friends by nicknames. 
33. M s L N Reading the sporting section of the newspaper. 
34. M s L N Watching a big fire. 
35. M s L N Riding on a roller coaster. 
36. M s L N Designing a new home your parents plan to build. 
37. M s L N Exploring uncharted polar regions. 
38. M s L N Auctioning off antique furniture. 
39. M s L N Being marooned one week on n desert island with a pleasant companion. 
40. M s L N Prcporing for an examination by studying with classmates. 
41. M s L N Looking at the usual type of musical comedy or vaudeville. 
42. M s L N Engaging in spirited friendly arguments. 
43. M s L N Having your fortune told. 
44. M s L N Helping a stranded motorist ch~mge a tire. 
45. M s L N Seeing a dramatic love story at the movies. 
46. M s L N Playing games like bridge, poker, pinochle, or Monopoly. 
47. M s L N Livmg in a large city like New York or Chicago. 
48. M s L N Working for a commission rather than for regular salary. 
49 M s L N Traveling around the world. 
50. M s L N Keeping a pet, such as a cat or dog. 
3 
• 
Part II 
Fifteen experts, each of whom had won success in a different field, were asked to give an opinion of 
the statements below. At least eight or more of the experts marked each st9:tement below as ~rue. 
Read each statement, and if you agree with the experts that .the stateme~.t !~ true, draw a Cll'~le 
around ''A". If you agree but only with rese"ationa, draw a circle around R . If you cllugr" wtth 
the experts, draw a circle around "D". 
1. A R D Persons of widely differing races or faiths should not marry. 
2. A R D No further immigration to the United States should be permi~ted. 
r 3. A R D Only taxpayers should be permitted to vote. 4. A R D Stealing cannot be excused on any grounds. 
5. A R D People of less than average intelligence should never marry. 
6. A R D Theories of evolution should not be taught in high school. 
7. A R D Shows with scantily dressed performers should not be permitted. 
8. A R D Anything injurious to the human body, such as tobacco, should be outlawed. 
9. A R D Retirement at age 60 should be required by law. 
10. A R D No cultured person would ever use profanity. 
11. A R D The government now provides adequate medical care for families on relief. 
12. A R D Cities with populations greater than a million are undesirable. 
13. A R D Women can endure more pain than men. 
14. A R D The right to vote should be restricted to persons of at least 25 years of age. 
15. A R D A general sales tax is the fairest form of taxation. 
16. A R D Any person who really wants to work can always find a job. 
17. A R D The aims of science and religion are too different to be reconciled. 
18. A R D Highly intelligent people are not so happy as average people. 
19. A R D Divorced parents should not re-marry unless they marry each other. 
20. A R D No person except a law officer should be permitted to own a pistol. 
21. A R D Prize fights before paid audiences should not be permitted. 
22. A R D Men unquestionably make better business executives than women. 
23. A R D No acceptable excuse can ever be made for suicide. 
24. A R D Today, a college education is necessary for success. 
25. A R D Only a person of superior intelligence can appreciate grand opera. 
26. A R D No person should get married before the age of 25. 
27. A R D Most governmental positions are over-paid. 
28. A R D George Washington was the greatest President that ever lived. 
29. A R D The hopelessly insane should be chloroformed. 
30. A R D All governmental positions should be filled by Civil Service. 
31. A R D The United States should annex Mexico if it can be done peacefully. 
32. A R D All companies should share their profits with employees. 
33. A R D Most parents know how to raise their children properly. 
34. A R D The capitalistic system needs rigid governmental supervision. 
35. A R D A young married couple can live comfortably on $16 a week. 
36. A R D Children owe their parents more than their parents owe them. 
37. A R D Many people would be better oft dead than alive. 
38. A R D Very cold or very hot foods lead to stomach trouble. 
39. A R D The average person needs little mathematics beyond the eighth grade. 
40. A R D The return of prohibition should be encouraged. 
41. A R D Rich people are much happier than poor people. 
42. A R D Natural resources should belong to the government rather than to individuals. 
43. A R D Fortunes greater than a million dollars should be prohibited by law. 
44. A R D The movies have more bad than good influence. 
45. A R D Coffee is more harmful to the human body than cigarettes. 
.6. A R D Majority rule is safest in the long run. 
.7. A R D Parents cannot decently suf:port and educate two children in a city of 5000, with a 
total income of less than 200 per month. 
•s. A R D "States' rights" have little place in a democracy. 
~. A R D Parents should not be permitted to slap or whip their children. 
50. A R D Medical schools are justified in limiting their total enrollments. 
4 
l'al1111 
inion of Below is a list of the common annoyances which affect all people to some extent. Indicate your degree 
as true. of annoyance for each of them by drawing a circle around "M" if it annoys you much, around "S" if it 
a circle annoys you .ome, around uL'' if it annoys you a little, and around "N" if it ne••r annoys you. 
"with 1. M s L N To have door bell ring when you are taking a bath. 
2. M s L N To miss a street car or bus. 
3. M s L N To have stoplight turn red as you drive up to it. 
4. M s L N To drop an article when you have your arms full. 
e-
---
5. M s L N To have movie film break at an exciting point. 
6. M s L N To be abruptly awakened when you are sleeping soundly. 
7. M s L N To be unable to find a misplaced article. 
8. M s L .N To run out of gasoline several miles from a filling station. 
9. M s L N To have a flat tire on car just as you expect to use it. 
10. M s L N To be uttable to get the library book or magazine you want. 
11. M s L N To burn your mouth or tongue with hot food or beverage. 
12. M s L N To have to l'tand up in a street car or bus. 
13. M s L N To lose a small amount of change, such as a quarter. 
14. M s L N To run out of ink when in the midst of writing a letter. 
15. M s L N To be unabl(lto get a taxi when you really need one. 
16. M s L N To have to talk when you don't feel like it. 
17. M s L N To have the lights go out for several minutes. 
18. M s L N To be unable to sleep because of the neighbor's racket. 
19. M s L N To burn your finger while striking a match. • 
20. M s L N To have unexpected callers arrive when you are ready to go out. 
21. M s L N To be interrupted when reading a very interesting story. 
22. M s L N To turn over a glass of water while eating. 
23. M s L N To have a casual visitor outstay his welcome. 
24. M s L N To have to wait in a long line to see a show. 
25. M s L N To step in a mud puddle that is over your shoe-top. 
26. M s L N To be detained when you are in a hurry. 
27. M s L N To have a door accidentally slam as you pass through it. 
28. M s L N To be caught in a shower without an umbrella. 
29. M s L N To miss the chair when sitting down. 
30. M s L N To have a person begin a story and fail to finish it. 
31. M s L N To have a person push ahead of you in line. 
32. M s L N To strike your finger with a hammer. 
33. M s L N To make a special call on friends and find them away. 
34. M s L N To be accidentally locked out of your car or home. 
35. M s L N To listen to radio when static is bad. 
:ifl. M s L N To try to make a call and find the telephone busy. 
37. M s L N To find 'several pages missing from an interesting book. 
38. M s L N To eat tough steak or poorly prepared food. 
39. M s L N To miss a party because you confused the date. 
40. M s L N To break accidentally a prized bowl, vase, or pipe. 
41. M s L N To be kept waiting past the time for an appointment. 
f 42. M s L N To have to dance with an awkward or poor dancer. 
43. M s L N To have someone break an engagement at the last minute. 
44. M s L N To be interrupted when you arc talking. 
lith a 
45. M s L N To have ink blots on letter you are writing. 
46. M s L N To listen to boring speaker talk past his allotted time. 
47. M s L N To have an engagement mace for you without your approval. 
48. M s L N To have to take a bath in cold water. 
49 ~1 s L N To have someone read over :rour shoulder. 
50. M s L N To have a person sneeze or cough in your face. 
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Part IV 
Of the statements below, draw a circle around "T" for the ones you believe to be usually true; draw 
a circle around "D" for the ones whose truth you doubt; and draw a circle around "F" for the ones 
usually false. 
1. T D F Individuals who are very good looking usually have less sense than persons with or-
dinary looks. 
2. T D F The girl who uses too much rouge and powder is less modest than the average girl. 
3. T D F The scholar who makes a high scholastic average often misses many of the other values r-w of college. 4. T D F The children of very wealthy parents are more often failures than successes. 
5. T D F Rich people are often very "snooty." 
6. T D F Prohibition encouraged many people to drink who had never drunk before. 
7. T D F Highly intelligent people are often so modest that their abilities go unrecognized. q 8. T D F While men often date "popular" girls, they usually marry the more dependable girls, 
whose feet are on the ground. ~ 9. T D F People who use long words usually do so to impress their hearers. 
10. T D F An unpopular person could often become popular by lowering his standards of conduct. 
11. T D F People who date a great deal before marriage often make poor marriage mates. 
12. T D F Students who are always taking the lead in class discussions are usually trying to get 
attention. 
13. T D F People who get complimented a great deal are usually very fond of flattery. 
14. T D F Policemen "bawl out" people largely to satisfy their own sense of importance. 
15. T D F People who make quick decisions frequently make poor ones. 
16. T D F People of hi~h ideals usually have fewer friends than individuals whose ideals are 
not of the highest. 
17. T D F Many students are forced to cheat in order to compete with students who cheat regu-
larly. 
18. T D F It takes money to make money. 
19. T D F Man is powerless in the hands of fate. 
20. T D p Still waters run deepest. 
21. T n F A person is often a failure because of very high ethics. 
22. T D F Persons often do "brave" things to hide their own cowardice. 
23. T D F Girls who date very little are usually very modest. 
24. T D F Many good athletes are poor students. 
25. T D F Where there i~ a lot of smoke. there is usually a little fire. 
26. T D F The very oretty girl with little ability often is more successful than the plain girl who 
has real ability. 
27. T D F Good grades in school are often secured by studying the teacher instead of the books. 
28. T D F People often try to impress others by saying they are very fond of "high-brow'' music 
and books. 
29. T D F What you know is not so important to success as whom you know. 
30. T D F Getting the breaks is more important to success than being well qualified. 
31. T D F There would be little .stealing if the strong didn't take advantage of the weak. 
32. T D F Many outstandin~ people who do things have only mediocre personalities. 
33. T D F Examinations are a poor measure of a person's knowledge. 
34. T D F Slow thinkers have few impractical ideas. 1 35. T D F The law is harder on the poor man than on the rich man. 
36. T D F The person who is very careful about dress is often careless about other things. 1 37. T D F Expense accounts of traveling salesmen are often "padded." 
38. T D F He who lau~hs last laug;hs loudest and longest. 
39. T D F The JZOOd "bluffer" succeeds nearly as well as the person who can deliver the goods. 
40. T D F People who attend the movies two and three times a week are not such hard workers 
as people who rarely go to the movies. 
41. T D F The person who gossips usually conricmns the things that he himself would like to do. 
42. T D F Teachers who give few ~ood ,ln'adcs are more than likely to be poor teachers. 
43. T D F Many people who talk ''high ideals" should practice what they preach. 
44. T D F Loud and boisterous people often have an "inferiority complex." 
45. T D F The conceited person hides his lack of ability by bragging about some of the things 
he can do. 
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46. T D F The jealous person is more likely to be unattractive than attractive. 
47. T D F Fear of being caught is the big reason why many people behave themselves. 
48. T D F Few employees would loaf on the job if they were paid sufficient wages. 
49. T D F Prices of clothes are not a reliable index of quality. 
50. T D F Honesty is always the best policy. 
p.,t v 
Below is a list of the common fears that all people experience to some extent. Indicate your degree 
of fear for each of these things by drawing a circle around "M" if you would usually have conatder· 
able fear, around "S" if you would usually have IOIDe fear, around "L" if you would usually have a lit· 
tle fear, and around "N" if you would usually feel no fear. 
1. M S L N Being trapped in a burning building. 
2. M S L N Being buried alive. 
3. M S L N Having something fall on you. 
4. M S L N Being held up by robbers or bandits. 
5. M S L N Becoming afflicted with cancer. 
6. M S L N Being killed accidentally. 
7. M S L N Burglars or prowlers. 
8. M S L N Having a physician give you the wrong medicine. 
9. M S L N Being bitten by a snake while walking alone in the woods. 
10. M S L N Committing a crime or misdemeanor unintentionally. 
11. M S L N Being drowned at sea or while swimming. 
12. M S L N Falling through the ice while skating on a pond. 
13. M S L N Eating poisoned or contaminated food. 
14. M S L N Acquiring tuberculosis. 
15. M S L N Being lost in a blizzard. 
16. M S L N Elevator falling while descending from the top of a skyscraper. 
11: M S L N Running over a pedestrian while driving at night. 
18. M S L N Walking alone on unlighted street on very dark night. 
19. M S L N Losing your mind or becoming insane. 
20. M S L N Being shocked by an electrical appliance. 
21. M S L N Taking a long trip alone in strange places. 
22. M S L N Getting lost in a strange city. ~3. M S L N Being locked up overnight in a deserted office building. 
24. M S L N Losing job or being unable to get another. 
25. M S L N Friends losing confidence in you because of untrue rumors. 
26. M S L N Losing your eyesight. 
27. M S L N Witnessing the electrocution of a willful murderer. 
28. M S L N Listening to radio horror story late at night while alone 
29. M S L N Lightning during a heavy stonn. 
30. M S L N Walking past graveyards alone late at night. 
31. M S L N Driving a car at eighty miles per hour. 
32. M S L N Fainting or becoming unconscious. 
33. M S L N Dying before you are quite old. 
34. M S L N Having friends learn about your worst faults. 
35. M S L N Taking an aeroplane ride during a heavy snowstonn. 
36. M S L N Touching mice, rats, wonns, or lizards. 
37. M S L N Being alone in a house at night. 
38. M S L N Making a parachute-jump from an aeroplane at 5000 feet. 
39. M S L N Looking at a dead person. 
40. M S L N Losing your wife or sweetheart to somebody else. 
41. M S L N Getting too deeply in debt or having financial misfortune. 
42. M S L N Submergin~ for an hour's cruise in a large submarine. 
43. M S L N Having nightmares after seeing highly exciting movie. 
44. M S L N Looking down from the edge of a precipice. 
45. M S L N Talking to gypsies with bright eyes and dark complexion. 
46. M S L N Sharp thunder during a heavy rain. 
47. M S L N Being punished in the next world. 
48. M S L N Riding on a Ferris wheel. 
49. M S L N A black cat running across the road in front of you. 
50. M S L N Looking at blood. 
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l'ort VI 
Indicate the degree ofJour cllellb for each of tbe folio~ activities or things by drawing a circle Ea 
around "II" if you wo d dleiiJre it a gnat MU, around "S" you would dteltb it .,..., around "L" 
if you would have alllde dt.llb for it, and around "N" if you woUld have DO dlellb for it. go 
1. M s L N Individuals who bite their ftnger Dai1s constantly. 
2. M s L N Pencma who invariably put on a bia "front." H 
3. M s L N An acquaintance whose breath is offensive. 
4. M S ·L N A person who brags about his achievement.. 1. 2. 5. M s L N People who can never make up their minda __ , 3. 
8. M s L N Healthy persons who c:oDStantly have "aches and pains." 4. 
7. M s L N IDdividuals who always put the blame on somebody else. 5. 
8. M s L N Acquaintances who are constantly making alibil. 6. 
9. M s L N Individuals who are careless and indifterent about dress. 7. 
10. M s L N A person who boasts of his attraction for the opposite sex. 8. 
11. M s L N Persons who ask favors but never return them. 9. 
12. M s L N Storekeepers who never make mistakes except in their favor. 10. 11. 13. M s L N Extreme pessimists or people who always expect the wont. 12. 14. M s L N A person who smells of profuse perspiration. 13. 
15. M s L N A girl who is a "gold-digger." 14. 
16. M s L N Radicals or reformers who impose their views upon you. 15. 
17. M s L N People who are always insisting upon their "rights." 18. 
18. M s L N Somebody who always has a "chip on his shoulder." 17. 
19. M s L N People who are "chiselers." 18. 
20. M s L N Persons who are "dope" fiends. 19. 20. 
21. M s L N Individuals who are always bored and never have a good time. 21. 22. M s L N The person who "forgets" to pay his share of the check. 22. 
23. M s L N A domineering, persistent salesman. 23. 
24. M s L N People who are .never on time for appointments. 24. 
25. M s L N The conceited pompous individual who "knows it all." 25. 
26. M s L N Watching a person chewing tobacco or using snuff. 26. 
27. M s L N A person who always wants to be "boa." 27. 
28. M s L N Teachers who are unfair in giving grades. 28. 
29. M s L N People who use sarcasm or ridicule others. 29. 
30. M s L N People who have little control over their tempers. 30. 
31. M s L N Snobs who think they are better than other people. 31. 
32. M s L N Hearing an acquaintance using foul language. 32. 
33. M s L N A man who uses perfume. 33. 
34. M s L N The automobile driver who blows his hom incessantly. 34. 
35. M s L N A person who gambles for money. 35. 
36. M s L N People who talk slowly and indistinctly. 38. 
37. M s L N A superior who always criticises but never praises. 37. 
38. M s L N People who are stingy with their money. 38. 
39. M s L N Tbe girl who uses excessive make-up. 39. 
40. M s L N People who cheat on examinations. 40. 
41. M s L N People with several prominent gold teeth. 41. 
42. M s L N A bully who picks on a smaller person. 42. 
43. M s L N Taking an economics course taught by a Communist. 43. 
44. M s L N A dirty hobo who asks you for a dime. ..,... 44. 
~. M s L N People who are social climbers. 45. 
48. M s L N A "crowing" winner of a game of wits. 48. 
47. M s L N Looking at circus sideshow freaks. 47. 
48. M s L N Attractive single persons of the oppoaite sex who do not date. 48. 
49. M s L N u.tening to scandalous gOBSip. G. 
50. M s L N Persons who are very coiUierVative. 50. 
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Part VII 
Each word in capitals is followed by four words. Draw a circle around the word that seems to you to 
go most naturally with the word in capitals. 
For example: TRAVEL boat ship train car 
Here car has been encircled. There are no right or wrong answers. Work rapidly. 
1. PAST yesterday forget sorrow hidden r, 2. LEG limb walk shapely stocking 3. PURPLE lavender royal wine crimson 
4. FIGURE number nice interesting show 
5. LIE falsehood untruth deception recline 
6. FIGHT battle brawl contest injury 
7. MONEY currency pay lack urgent 
8. HOME house rest responsibility burden 
9. GAMBLE bet risk squander reputation 
10. ENEMY foe hated dangerous destroyed 
11. SLEEP rest dream need together 
12. IMMORAL vulgar person vile criminal 
13. SMOOTH level soft flat touch 
--14. FILTHY dirty disgusting mind body 
15. SHARP keen cutting pointed painful 
16. BLACK dark night deep sad 
17. MOUTH talk eat kiss babble 
18. RAW crude unfinished exposed distasteful 
19. WHIP beat punish brutal deserved 
20. PARENT home love depend strict 
21. DUMB stupid mute foolish speechless 
22. DREAM vision night trance romance 
23. LOVE adore e-stee-m worship yearn 
24. SEDATE dignified calm refined modest 
25. GOSSIP scandal tattle listen criminal 
26. MEAN cruel vicious wicked depraved 
27. BED sleep rest relax hard 
28. BABY home future unwanted cost 
29. SIN wrong vice guilt black 
30. LUXURY richness comfort ease pleasure 
31. CARESS embrace fondle kiss forbidden 
32. YELLOW golden cowardly skin sheet 
33. DAY light sunny work dark 
34. NUDE naked unclothed immodest shameless 
35. CHEEK pink smooth blush nerve 
36. FLESH meat tender color ruddy 
37. TIMID shy bashful quiet demure 
38. RIDICULE mock taunt scorn pain 
39. DRINK water thirst wine habit 
40. GREEN dye jealous ignorant lizard 
41. LONELY solitary friendless miserable forsaken 
42. REVOLTING repulsive repugnant loathsome degrading 
43. DEBT obligation weight necessary nightmare 
44. RAPE attack assault ruin temptation 
45. PURE good true water person 
46. SWEETHEART love engaged wistful lost 
47. DEATH certain peace likely surrender 
48. BLOODY messy sanguine scarlet crime 
49. FEARFUL nervous excited horrible awful 
50. COLD winter weather unfriendly hands 
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P•rt VIII 
Below is a list of activities or things. If you feel about the same way toward them now that you did three Be 
or four years ago, draw a circle around "S." If you have partly chan~ed your feelings toward them, draw 
a circle around "P." If your feeling now is considerably different rom your feeling three or four years 
ago, draw a circle around "D." 
1. 
1. s p D Expansion of public employment s~rvice facilities. 2. 
2. s p D Raising the standard of living. 3. 
3. s p D Governmental attitude toward labor unions. 4. 
4. s p D More stringent enforcement of international law. 5. 
5. s p D Federal relief expenditures. 6. 
6. s p D Graft in state and federal governments. 7. 
7. s p D "Work-or-starve" rel~ef legislation. 8. 9. 
8. s p D Minimum wage-and-hour laws. 10. 
9. s p D Less governmental interference with business. 11. 
10. s p D The rising national debt. 
-12. 
11. s p D Propaganda in politics. 13. 
12. s p D Old-age pensions. 14. 
13. s p D Need for polls like the Gallup or Fortune polls of public opinion. 15. 
14. s p D Governmental regulation of the Stock Exchange. 16 
15. s p D Educational value of the movies. 17. 
16. s p D Building high-speed super-highways. 18. 
17. s p D "Sit-down" strikes. 19. 
18. s p D Raising child-labor age from 14-16 to 17-19. 20. 
19. s p D Socialization of medicine. 21. 
20. s p D Truth in advertising. 22. 
21. s p D Lowering the retirement age from 65-70 to 60-65. 23. 
22. s p D Boycott of manufactured products by striking employees. 24. 
23. s p D Sales of munitions by neutral countries to belligerents. 25. 
24. s p D Expansion of the army and navy defense programs. 26. 
25. s p D Basing taxation on the ability to pay. 27. 
26. s p D Fmphasis that colleges place upon activities. 28. 
27. s p D Relative advantagl.'!s of cultural versus technical education. 29. 
28. s p D Joining a club or other fl·aternal organization. 30. 
29. s p D Governmental operation of lotteries. 31. 
30. s p D Value of college education in life success. 32. 
31. s p D Third-degree methods in law enforcement. 33. 
32. s p D The use of applied psychology in business. 34. 
33. s p D Being finger-printed for governmental identification. 35. 
34. s p D Salaries earned by corporation presidents and other executives. 36. 
35. s p D Further limitation of immigration. 37. 
36. s p D The need for a national census every ten years. 38. 
37. s p D Social and educational equality of different races ann creeds. 39. 
38. s p D The platform or principles of your political party. 40. 
39. s p D Competition between hus and railway systems. 41. 
40. s p D Distribution of wealth. 42. 
41. s p D Capital punishment. 43. 
42. s p D Listening to special types of radio programs. 44. 
43. s p D Newspaper and radio contests. 45. 
44. s p D Radio censorship. 46. 
45. s p D Getting regular amount of sleep. 47. 
46. s p D Likelihood of war in the near future. 4.8. 
4.7. s p D The employment of women in industry. 49. 
48. s p D Sterilization of the feeble-minded. 50. 
49. s p D Reading particular newspapers and magazines. 
50. s p D Communism as a form of government. Noj 
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Part IX 
Below is a list of topics which people consider to s:>me extent at one time or another. Will you indi-
cate the degree of thinking you have given each of them during the put year by drawing a circle 
~round "M" if you have done much thinking; around "S" if you have done .ome thinking; around "L" 
1f you have done a little thinking; and around "N" if you have done no thinking. 
1. M s L N Getting married before the age of 25. 
2. M s L N Kissing or petting between young men and women. 
3. M s L N Sex attraction as poor reason for marriage. 
r-w 4. M s L N Immorality as a cause of unhappiness in marriage. 5. M s L N Age at which dating should begin. 
6. M s L N Proper amount of allowance parents should give children 
7. M s L N Crusaders who want to reform everybody. 
8. M s L N Responsibilities that parents and children should share. 
9. M s L N Elimination of "filthy" books, pictures, magazines. 
10. M s L N Proper training of children. 
11. M s L N Immoral influences of movies on children. 
·12. M s L N Spending evenings at home instead of going out. 
13. M s L N Divorce. 
14. M s L N Smoking of cigarettes by girls and women. 
15. M s L N Religious prejudice. 
16. M s L N The kind of person one needs as a mate in marriage. 
17. M s L N Use of alcoholic beverages. 
18. M s L N Amount of damages a slandered person should be able to collect. 
19. M s L N Disasters of installment buying. 
20. M s L N Importance of regular saving of part of income. 
21. M s L N Use of gas in warfare. 
22. M s L N Amount of money necessary for recreation and amusement. 
23. M s L N Regular attendance of religious services. 
24. M s L N Life after death. 
25. M s L N Companionship of the opposite sex. 
26. M s L N The way or place to spend your vacation. 
27. M s L N Stricter censorship of books and magazines. 
28. M s L N Double standard of morality. 
29. M s L N Using profanity. 
30. M s L N Inadequate income as major cause of divorce. 
31. M s L N Automobile accidents caused by reckless driving. 
:J2. M s L N Gambling and betting in various forms. 
33. M s L N Getting up early in the morning. 
34. M s L N Middle-aged men dating young college girls. 
35. M s L N Learning to dance, ski, skate, etc. 
36. M s L N Attending smokers, burlesque shows, or stag parties. 
37. M s L N The purchase of a new suit or outfit. 
38. M s L N Being demoted or discharged from a job. 
39. M s L N Listening to "dirty" stories. 
40. M s L N People who constantly impose upon one's generosity. 
41. M s L N Traveling if one had the leisure and money. 
42. M s L N Punctuality on a job or regular class attendance. 
43. M s L N Importance of "pull'' in success in life. 
44. M s L N Getting better grades at school or working for promotion. 
45. M s L N Failing to pass a subject of study. · 
46. M s L N Going to college. 
47. M s L N Riding in aeroplanes. 
48. M s L N Marriage. 
49. M s L N Changing schools, course of study, or jobs. 
50. M s L N Keeping a personal diary. 
Note: Check the form page by page, to be sure that you have not omitted any page or part of the form. 
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THE PERSONAL DATA Q,UESTIONNAI RE 
PAL1.18R l 'illEORIAL I NSTITUTE 
SEDAL!A, NORTH CAROLil'lA 
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Name __ .. --~~------------~~~~----------~~~~~---------------( 1ast f (first) (iittddle) 
4tAdress __ (~s~£~r~e~atP-an~a-·w~o~)~----------·-·-·-·~·(~~Ti~~y~1~--·--~·--~c~s~t~arte~)~-
Parents: 
...;...o, ....... ...__ 
Father --------------~---------- Mother ------------~~.------------
Address Address. 
~~--------------------- ---------------------------
Occupation------------
Education (underline one) 
Occupation._ ____ _.~--------·-------
Education (underline one) 
Grade School Grac.e School 
Hi g:1 E:·chooJ. Hi:;h Sohool 
Collese College 
How many older brothers and sisters have you? 
~----------------
How many younge1~ brQ·jjhers and s~_ sters ba vo you? 
-------
Does your mother read a great deal? ( Cbeclt on0) 
An a "~rerage emount 
Very l3ttle --------
Does your fathe't" r"3ad a g:r.eat dee..l? (Check c~e) 
An a verag 9 e.mount 
Very little ----
-~........,.,.,.._.,... 
Healt;h; 
_....._............,.. 
e.. 
Do you wea.7:> gla3ses? --·- Eav'3 y ou previously worn them 'but 
do not de so n'1w ? r: l.:lc "~ h oV't long ago? When 
___ ........,... . -·-----
v1ere your A~'·es 1"-t st e;;..:e.m.tnod? ( g j.ve sxact date if p:)ssible} 
Wh ::> c;av:3 you t t e GXP.mi:na-t;icn·? {Giv~ nam"' and 
~-----------------------------~--~------~--~.----
Do y'JU have t t.a feeli~:g of ey s Btr·oln? If sc how often? 
It! ~ -·· •• 
A'C'e 
you left handed? ___,.. __ Do you use: bot:1 hanJ~ about equally 
well? Were you once left handed and have now learned 
---
to use you~ ri ght hand? 
---
WhRt is the 3e~eral condition 
APPENDIX G 
SUMMARY OF INFORMAL ANALYSIS OF READING 
Donald D. Durrell 
Boston University 
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1. Interest and voluntary reading. Rate the child's interest in 
reading on a-scale of five points: 
1. Avoids all reading 
2. Requires some urging, no voluntary reading 
3. Reads willingly the assigned reading 4. Is above average in voluntary reading 5. Delights in wide voluntary reading of many types 
of children's literature. 
2. Level of Oral Reading. Find the level in which the child can 
read orally with less than two errors in twenty words running. 
Have him read in beginning primer, late primer, beginning first 
reader, and in first reader, second reader, and third reader. 
Observe and note need for help on the following items: phrase 
reading, observing punctuation, pitch or volume of voice, habit-
ual repetition, addition or omission of words, and enunciation. 
Note other items which you think are significant. Oral reading 
tests may be omitted for children reading above a third grade 
level. 
3. Silent reading co~rehension and habits. Test the child's 
.speed of silent read~g on stories-which are not too difficult 
for him. Several children reading on the same level may be test-
ed in group. Note the time required for each child to finish the 
selection or the number of words read in a specified time, usually 
two minutes. Test the comprehension by having the child answer a 
prepared list of questions based upon the material read. 
While the children are reading silently in the regular class-
room situation, note whether or not they use lip movements or 
whisper audibly, or move their heads back and forth as they read. 
(Phrasing observed by eye movements). 
Grade 
Oral Reading 
Silent Reading 
I 
tt~ 
Rate 
II 
80 
88 
in words per 
III IV 
110 135 
125 156 
minute 
v 
150 
180 
VI 
170 
210 
4. Word meaning, word recognition, word analysis. Discover wheth-
er word meanings are known to the children by selecting the doubt-
ful words and asking them to tell what other words they think of 
wren they hear the word, or what pictures come to their minds. 
Absence of responses means that the words should be enriched by 
illustrations, activities, or other means. Study quick recognition 
of words by exposing rapidly, ten new words taught. Failure to 
read the word in the quick flash device means that the child needs 
help in the skill. Word analysis abilities may be studied by hav-
ing the child pronounce ten new words for which he should have 
adequate word analysis background. Consult the teacher's manual 
6o 
o£ your basal series for word analysis standards at various grade 
levels. 
5. Oral recall from oral or silent reading. After a child reads 
a siiO"rt selection, note tne number of' ideas or events that he can 
recall orally without prompting. Note accuracy, completeness, and 
organization of recall. 
6. Capacity for reading. If it is doubtful whether or not the 
child has mentaiity required for reading, give one of the standard 
group tests of mental ability which has few reading items; the in-
dividual Stanford-Binet, the Monroe Read~ Aptitude Test (Houghton 
Mifflin), or in grades 2 to 6 the Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capac-
ity Test (World Book Co.). Check the eyes with the Betts or the 
Eames Eye Tests. 
7. ~skills in intermediate and upper grades. Scan for diffi-
cult words. The selection to be read In the current history, 
geography, or science lesson. Select twenty or more words and 
build word-definition matching tests. Put words in groups of 
seven or eight, with nine or ten definitions. Example: 
A. remove 1. grow larger 
B. employ 2. opinion 
c. estina te ~: take away D. weary a high place 
E. assemble 5. come together 
F. elevation b. come back 
G. increase 7. to make use of 
H. transfer 8. tired 
9· to hurt 
10. put in another place 
Test the ability to discover unknown words, word meanin~s, and 
~aOirit~to gjf meanin~s from context b~--r!rst, as the--CEild to m e-a st of t e words In the se ection which he does 
not know; second, to match the words with the proper definitions 
(the test should be mimeographed or written on the blackboard); 
third, after scoring the test, allow the child to improve his 
score by discovering the meanings of the words while reading the 
selection. Comparisons of the scores in the three tests will show 
instructional needs. If the dictionary is to be used, it is well 
to devise tests of speed of locating ten words, finding correct 
pronunciation through the use of diacritical marks, selecting 
suitable definition for words in context, etc. 
8. Study skills in intermediate and upper grades. Thorough read-
ing may be tested by preparing a list of major and minor topics 
to accompany an informational selection of four to six paragraphs. 
After the children have read the selection, present this list of 
major and minor topics in random order, and ask them to arrange 
the topics in outline form as tha.1 a ppeared in the text. 
Scanning ability may be tested by preparing a list of six questions 
on materials covering three to five pages and noting the time re-
quired for the child to find words or phrases used in the text. 
Associational readin~, or thinking while reading, may be tested by 
asking the cnildren 0 read a selection to discover topics for 
special reports, to think of illustrations of the author's point, 
to find point of similarity between two selections, etc. 
9. Written Recall. After the children have read a short informa-
tional selection, ask them to write a complete report of what they 
read. Score the result by the number of ideas written. Note the 
difficulties in accuracy, completeness, and organization. 
10. Summarize ~results £! ~ testin~. Group the children by 
oral readiri.g level or by standard test evel and make a t ·abular 
chart of the major needs of the children in each group. 
11. Plan of attack on readinf problems. Study the needs of the 
groups or-children In your c assroom and sketch out plans which 
will overcome the difficulties. 
For a more detailed account of this informal analysis and for r~~ 
medial suggestions, see Chapter XI in the 36th Yearbook of the 
National Society for the Study of Education, The Teaching of Read-
~' ~ Second Report, Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, 
Illinois, 1937. 

